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EDITOR’S

COMMENT

Think broadly for technology and automation:
Getting back to travel internationally

A

lthough some people have already been
travelling to international destinations,
the majority of us are being cautious and
not prepared to risk it yet. The thought of being
stuck in a foreign country because of Covid
restrictions suddenly rearing its head are a bit
hard to contemplate. There have been all sorts
of travel regulations on international flights and
international travel to and from South Africa is
allowed, subject to health and safety protocols.
These are constantly changing and I believe right
now there are none in place, except for wearing
masks. All pre-Covid requirements have never
changed and they are a pre-requisite to travel
in and out the country. This does give you a sense of confidence and a quick
look at what airlines are servicing South Africa as a destination shows that the
majority are all operating flights to and from South Africa.
A noticeable absence is Australian national airline Qantas. Maybe that
has stopped the brain drain from South Africa to that part of the world,
temporarily. One particular machine tool dealer with offices in Sydney,
Brisbane, Melbourne and Auckland have become, it is joked about in our
industry, South African branch offices because of the amount of South
Africans employed by the company.
Slowly though international destinations are becoming more accessible
– as long as the war does not escalate and spread – and the international
exhibitions that went digital for the last two years are going live again.
In June 2022 Wire & Tube will be held in Düsseldorf, Germany and coming
up in October 2022 EuroBLECH 2022 will be held in Hannover, Germany.
Both of these European events have always been popular with South Africans
and many have attended. I have been attending these exhibitions since
1989, every year. Over three years would have lapsed when I attend my next
international exhibition.
However, that aside, I have always promoted that South Africans should
attend the international exhibitions, for many reasons. It was therefore
refreshing to interview Albert de Villiers, Managing Director and whom
founded Wire Products Poultry (WPP) in 1987. He explained his philosophy
of technology and automation to me: “I have visited many international
suppliers and trade exhibitions all over the world. I made it my business to
do so because the opportunities are endless to make contact with fellow
industrialists sharing ideas and problem solving in fabricating, machining or
manufacturing. Seeing the latest developments in our industry and to see in
which direction our industry is moving in, what goals are set by world leaders
in their specialised fields, is invaluable for me to learn and to run and improve
my business.”
“This is where I have sourced many of the manufacturing processes and
equipment that we use daily. That was until the pandemic held the world
hostage and over various stages put a stop to all travelling. Thank goodness
it did not put a stop to innovation and during this period, in conjunction
with Robotic Innovations, we were able to come up with a solution for what I
regarded as a bottleneck and headache on the production floor.”
WPP now have a cell with two robots welding mesh frames into
supermarket trolleys. The cell is only working at 20% of capacity but it has
doubled the production output in this department. You therefore can imagine
the potential that the company still has at its disposal.
In this case it was a South African company using international equipment
and software that came up with a solution for WPP
but it would not have happened had de Villiers
not thought broadly and wanted to incorporate the
latest technology and automation into his plant.
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POINT

Year of the Cobot: Cobots make
automating easier than ever

C

ollaborative robots (cobots) aren’t superheroes, but they
are rescuing manufacturers of all sizes from the grip of
a crippling labour shortage. Companies that once never
considered robotic automation are now adopting cobots in
their operations because today’s cobots are simple to operate
and can handle a wide variety of previously impossible tasks.
Much has changed since IMTS 2018, where a handful of
robot manufacturers each had one cobot in their booth. IMTS
2022 promises to be the year of the cobot, with many models
and brands on display and in action throughout the show.
“Four years ago, cobots were still fairly new and were not
well understood, but today they're absolutely mainstream,”
says Joe Campbell, senior manager of strategic marketing
and application development at Universal Robots USA.
“They're the fastest growing segment in factory automation by
far.”
Technological advances in ease of use and application
flexibility have contributed to the growing popularity of cobots.
Ease of use
A cobot may seem intimidating to programme and
operate, but in fact, many cobots today are designed with
simplified operating and programming features that enable
anyone in the shop to learn how to operate them. Cobots are
easy to programme, with many using a touchscreen teach
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pendant that leverages icon-based drag and drop functions
similar to those of smartphones or tablets.
“Each new generation of operators wants to interact with
automation through more of a touchscreen-style interface, so
we designed our cobots with this type of user in mind,” says
Eric Potter, general manager of the general industries and
automotive segment at Fanuc America.
Instead of requiring knowledge of programming
languages, some cobots can be hand-guided through a
programming path. While in teach mode, operators can grab
the robot itself and manually position it through each stage of
the process instead of programming it from an interface.
Flexibility
Once considered to be just a machine tending solution,
cobots have evolved to take on jobs throughout the shop,
such as assembly, inspection, welding and palletising. Cobots
with higher payloads can handle heavier items, while some
newer cobot models are mounted on mobile carts so users
can quickly move them to different machines as needed.
A growing application is part inspection, a repetitive,
sometimes boring task that still requires high precision.
Smart vision accessories can easily integrate with cobots to
assist in quality control and inspection operations.
“Given the ongoing challenge of meeting staffing needs 

in manufacturing, further exacerbated by the
pandemic, cobots are perfect for the menial tasks
so employees can be better used in higher valueadd operations such as preparing or finishing parts
or programming machines,” Potter adds.
For palletising operations, a cobot can be put
at the end of a conveyor to load packaged parts
on pallets for shipping. Cobots are also well suited
for welding processes that require a high level of
technical skill, complicated movements, or great
dexterity, because they precisely lay a consistent
weld bead and can move anywhere around the
weldment.
Manufacturers considering a cobot can see the
latest technology and speak one-on-one with cobot
experts at IMTS 2022 to get the information they
need to make an educated decision.
Cobots at IMTS 2022
New, easily programmable cobots specialising in
inspection, palletizing, welding, and machine tending will be
showcased at IMTS 2022. Visit the IMTS 2022 exhibitor page
for a full list of collaborative robot exhibitors.
Fanuc America will introduce new additions to its family of
cobots, the CRX series. These cobots are designed for small
to mid-sized manufacturers considering automation for the
first time, featuring advantages in ease of programming, set

up, and overall flexibility.
Universal Robots USA will demonstrate cobots performing
machine tending, machine loading and unloading, arc
welding, plasma cutting, and surface finishing. These cobots
will feature seamlessly integrated components, grippers,
software, and safety accessories from the UR+ line of
certified kits and components.

This is the viewpoint of Tim Shinbara who is Vice President and Chief Technology Officer for
AMT – The Association For Manufacturing Technology
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Victor Taichung introduces
the Victor Vturn-A200YSCM CNC horizontal
turn-mill with Y-axis and a sub-spindle
and the multitasking VMT-X200
milling and turning center

Victor Taichung Machinery, one of Taiwan’s leading manufacturers of CNC machine tools and plastic injection moulding machines for the
engineering, motor manufacturing and plastics manufacturing industries, recently opened its new US$120 million smart factory,
which is also referred to as the Victor Intellectual Factory

A

s part of its growing portfolio of machine tools,
Victor Taichung has now introduced the Victor VturnA200YSCM CNC horizontal turn-mill with Y-axis and a
sub-spindle. An upgrade of Victor Vturn-A20Y, which was only
launched in 2021, the Victor Vturn-A200YSCM turn-mill has
a belt driven spindle speed of 4 200rpm as standard instead
of a built-in speed of 5 000rpm (optional) on the previous
model. The sub-spindle speed has been reduced so as to
lower the cost of the machine.
Another notable new feature as compared to the VturnA20Y is that the Vturn-A200YSCM now has two motors for the
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milling turret, one for indexing and one for milling, and the
swing capacities have also been increased.
The Victor Vturn A-Series of turning centers that are
available have now been upgraded with increased structural
rigidity on the headstock, box slideways, turret and carriages,
making the next generation Vturn A-Series more formidable
than ever before.
With the latest technology such as Direct Drive Spindle
(DDS) built-in as standard, the A-Series lathes demonstrate
the utmost in component surface finish quality and the
highest angular accuracy through Victor’s in-house designed 

As part of its growing portfolio of machine tools, Victor Taichung has
now introduced the Victor Vturn-A200YSCM CNC horizontal turnmill with Y-axis and a sub-spindle. An upgrade of Victor Vturn-A20Y,
which was only launched in 2021, the Victor Vturn-A200YSCM turnmill has a belt driven spindle speed of 4 200rpm as standard instead
of a built-in speed of 5 000rpm (optional) on the previous model.
The sub-spindle speed has been reduced so as to lower the
cost of the machine

and built turret.
From a capacity perspective, the Victor Vturn-A200YSCM
offers a swing over the bed of 830mm (previously 720mm)
with a 720mm (previously 550mm) swing over the carriage.
The compact footprint machine offers a turning capacity of
604mm between centres with a maximum turning diameter
of 390mm and a bar capacity of 52mm with 66mm or 75mm
being an optional choice for manufacturers bar feeding larger
components.
The A200YSCM machine has an X-axis travel of
155+60mm and a Z-axis of 600mm and a Y-axis of 45mm.
The spacious work envelope provides flexibility and capacity
to suit every machine shop.
The remarkably rigid machine base has an equally robust
Victor servo driven VDI or BMT tooling turret option with
12 tool positions that can accommodate tool shanks up to
20mm. The power of the Victor spindle motor is class leading
for a turning center of this size, demonstrating a 7.5/9kW
continuous spindle motor with a maximum spindle speed of
4 200rpm that has exceptional torque levels throughout the
speed range.
The sub-spindle (E-axis) has a maximum speed of
7 000rpm, 7.5/11kW spindle motor, milling speed of

Victor Taichung launched their multi-tasking milling and turning
center VMT-X200 with Y-axis travel 260mm to complete a complex
part in one set. The latest Fanuc 0i-TF Plus (type 0) control with 15”
screen is mounted on this new model
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Another notable new feature as compared to the Vturn-A20Y
is that the Vturn-A200YSCM now has two motors for the milling
turret, one for indexing and one for milling, and the swing
capacities have also been increased

4 000rpm (6 000rpm optional), milling motor 3.7/5.5kW and
a bar capacity of 30mm.
The combination of the powerful high-torque spindles,
robust machine structure and stable tooling turret permits
unfathomable material removal rates and surface finishes
regardless of the materials being processed.
The exciting Victor-A200YSCM turning center is available
with a multitude of optional extras to meet the diverse
demands of the marketplace. At present models are
available with the Fanuc 0i-TF (10.4”) CNC, an upgraded
Kitagawa chuck, the Grundfos SPK4-8 or MTH4-40/4 highpressure coolant system with a larger 330 litre coolant tank,
the Renishaw manual tool pre-setter, a barfeed interface, a
swing type parts catcher, four addition ‘M’ codes and also an
oil skimmer.
For customers that wish to tailor the Victor VturnA200YSCM turning center to their specific production
needs, the machine can be supplied with either a manual or
automatic Renishaw tool pre-setter, part catcher, auto door
opening, bar feed interface, air blast system, high-pressure
coolant, oil skimmer, larger spindle bore (66mm or 75mm),
gantry loading robot, independent tailstock, bolt mounted
turret and a gear hobbing interface.


Victor Taichung’s new VMT-X200 with twin turning spindles and a
swivel milling spindle is designed to complete one part without
re-clamping the part to reach for highest machining accuracy with
minimum cycle time

Whilst all these options can be accommodated to create
the perfect long-term solution for your machine shop, it
should not be overlooked that the base model of the Victor
Vturn-A200YSCM turning center from Victor Taichung is
supplied with an impressive list of standard accessories.
These include a hydraulic chuck with soft jaws,
programmable tailstock, chip conveyor with cart, air
conditioner for the electrical cabinet, fully enclosed splash
guarding, hand wheel with remote MPG, tool holders, coolant
flush on Z-axis cover, 3-step warning light and the Fanuc CNC
control e-books.
Victor VMT-X200 milling and turning center
Victor Taichung have also introduced the multitasking
Victor VMT-X200 milling and turning center. Turn/mill
technology enables users to complete a workpiece in a
single handling. In the area of multi-tasking machining, in
the beginning many machine shops initially took a wait-andsee approach to the technology. The combination of milling
and turning functions required programmers and operators
that were familiar with each type of machining. This has all
changed now – the more operations that can be done in a
single handling the better.
From a geometry perspective, you will likely turn then mill.
A milling machine can hold onto a round part easier than a
rotating chuck or lathe can grasp a complex part. However,
there are “soft jaws” for turning chucks that can hold
complex shapes, so it’s not impossible to mill first and turn
second. Typically these kinds of process choices are driven
by the part requirements, like which features need the most

accuracy. Moving a part from one machine to another means
losing some accuracy from feature to feature, so
it’s important to consider locating and final part
requirements.
Victor Taichung has launched the multi-tasking milling
and turning center VMT-X200 with a Y-axis travel of 260mm
to complete a complex part in one set. The latest Fanuc 0i-TF
Plus (type 0) control with 15” screen comes standard on this
new model.
Victor Taichung’s new VMT-X200 with twin turning
spindles and a swivel milling spindle is designed to complete
one part without re-clamping the part to reach for highest
machining accuracy with minimum cycle time.
With an 8” chuck and 4 200rpm twin turning spindle, and
a 12 000rpm HSK-T63 milling spindle (4+1 axis machining
in one setup), the VMT-X200 has a 40 tool magazine to meet
increasing demands on small batch or production with high
variety.
The maximum turning dimensions are 500mm by
1075mm and the Y-axis travel is 260mm. The turning spindle
power is 15kW and the milling spindle power is 22kW. X and
Z travels of the upper tool spindle are 635mm and 1 170mm
and the roller geared B-axis swivel head for high-rotating
speed with high-rigidity has a 240 degree swivel.
Victor Taichung can also offer optional accessories that
include a manual or auto tool pre-setter, part catcher, power
chuck, high-pressure coolant, barfeed interface, auto-door,
tailstock centre and more.
For further details contact Victor Fortune on
TEL: 011 392 3800 or visit www.victor.co.za

Somta Tools takes delivery of two
Lasit fibre laser marking systems

C

ontinuing with the journey of
“Our factory in
investing in new technology
Pietermaritzburg, KwaZulu-Natal
to enhance its manufacturing
manufactures 7 000 standard
facilities so as to improve the finish
items and a further 6 000 madeand geometry of the tools that
to-order items to serve the local
the company manufactures and
market and the export markets in
to reduce setup and cycle times,
over 70 countries worldwide. The
Somta Tools, an OSG Corporation
pressure to manufacture a large
company that is regarded as a
number of tools every month
global leader in the manufacture
is enormous and we did not
of round cutting tools and a
need a downstream process like
company that is listed on the Tokyo
marking, to create bottlenecks.”
stock exchange, has purchased
“The two new machines
two (Open Frame) Miniopen FR
are standalone units and no
Somta Tools has purchased two (Open Frame) Miniopen
Z20 G20 fibre laser marking
additional services, such as
FR Z20 G20 fibre laser marking systems from Lasit,
systems from Lasit, a specialist
chillers and coolant tanks, are
a specialist manufacturer of laser marking systems
manufacturer of laser marking
required to run them. This offers
systems, based in Torre Annunziata,
additional benefits in the form of
Italy.
floor space saving as the new machines only take up one-third
The Lasit (Open Frame) Miniopen FR Z20 G20 is a Z-axis
of the space required for the older machines.”
laser marking system, ideal for marking components with a
“The two new machines have the ability to mark all of the
height variation, equipped with a 50 watt fibre laser power
tools that Somta manufactures - drills, taps, dies, reamers,
source and is ideal for use in an industrial environment. The
milling cutters and our special tooling. Marking takes place
machines use the latest innovative ytterbium-doped active
after the tool or component has been completed and is done
fibre technology and can be used for laser marking 2D codes,
using jigs that carry up to 40 tools at a time. We have eight
alphanumerical codes, one-dimensional codes, and logos.
staff and one supervisor working in this department and they
Other features include the Smart Focus and Smart Preview
are operating on a two shifts basis.”
functions and a barcode reader is optional.
“Since OSG Corporation became a major shareholder
Laser marking of tools
in Somta Tools in 2017 they have showed great faith in our
“The cutting tool industry was one of the first to use laser
manufacturing capabilities by continuing to approve capex
marking. On tools, Lasit machines mark identification codes for
funds for new equipment investment,” said Dilon Mathavalla,
traceability, logos and size and function information. Because
Engineering Manager at Somta Tools.
each tool has a precise function, the laser marking process
“We have been marking our product through various
cannot change the tool’s geometry by even the slightest degree.
methods for many years and
Markings are not raised and
laser marking has been part of
very visible,” said Mario Rapillo,
our operation for 12 years. The
Export Sales Manager of Lasit.
machines have become ‘tired’
“There is a vast array of
now and not as productive
tools that can be marked. Milling
as we would like them to be.
cutters, drill bits, inserts, circular
Technology in laser marking has
blades and discs and band saws,
also advanced in this period. The
just to name a few. We specialise
decision to replace some of our
in these applications, designing
existing laser markers became a
and developing different laser
necessity rather than a want.”
marking systems over the years.”
“The Lasit story started with
50% increase in production
a laser marking project made
“A big benefit in the new
for Iscar in the 1990s. Today,
machines, over and above the
they are still our clients. We have
faster and neater line markings,
gained enormous experience
“A big benefit in the new machines, over and above the faster
the ability to use a wide range of
in this field, with 27 different
and neater line markings, the ability to use a wide range of
codes and logos, ease of setups
laser systems made for the
codes and logos, ease of setups and reliability, is the 50 per
and reliability, is the 50 per cent
various applications of this very
cent increase in productivity that they are now providing us.
increase in productivity that they
extensive and very challenging
With our older machines we could mark 1 000 units an hour
are now providing us. With our
industry.”
whereas this figure has now increased to 1 500 units an hour.
older machines we could mark
The two new machines have the ability to mark all of the tools
1 000 units an hour whereas
Precision tooling: cutters,
that Somta manufactures - drills, taps, dies, reamers, milling
this figure has now increased to
drill bits and inserts
cutters and our special tooling. Marking takes place after the
tool or component has been completed and is done using jigs
1 500 units an hour,” explained
“The most suitable laser for
that carry up to 40 tools at a time.”
Mathavalla.
marking tools is the active fibre 
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optic laser. The marking process for steel tools is generally
annealing. The laser heats the surface of the tool locally,
generating an oxide layer, which produces a black visual. In the
case of carbide or dark coated materials, it is possible to obtain
white and high-contrast marking by varying the parameters.”
DataMatrix or QR-code marking verification
“To ensure the traceability of tools, more and more
manufacturers are marking tools with a Datamatrix or QRcode
code, containing the logo and functional data. With a vision
system, we are able to centre marking, read it and verify its
qualities according to reference standards. The vision system,
depending on the size and geometry of the part to be marked,
can be either a TTL (Through The Lens) or side-view.”
“Traceability is one of the biggest benefits of laser
marking, although its potential goes well beyond corporate
quality requirements. For example, a customer operating a
food production line needed to identify a series of stainless

steel trays. The customer had found that, if the trays were
not maintained properly, the line could become jammed and
production would cease. Once the trays were engraved with
machine-readable bar codes, the customer used them to record
jam events and tie information back to maintenance records,
something that previously had been impossible to do.”
“Laser marking of components, or tooling in Somta’s case,
is fast and easy and provides visual and information accuracy
and fluency. This means that a machinist can scan the lasermarked bar code on a favourite cutting tool and know where
and when it was made, who made it and how to get more.”
“Laser marking gives manufacturers and their customers
the ability to interact like never before. In today’s digital era,
ongoing sales orders can be executed promptly through the
information that has been laser marked on the component. This
is over and above the many other benefits.”
For further details contact Somta Tools on
TEL: 011 390 8700 or visit www.somta.co.za

Formex Industries pledges

R102 million investment boost for auto
component manufacturing

C

ompany is gearing itself
with international standards and
for new projects that are
equipment.
planned for Volkswagen South
“Formex will purchase one of
Africa (VWSA) and the expected
the largest auto transfer presses in
localisation drive from other
the country to boost capacity. The
automotive original equipment
deal will also help us to create more
manufacturers (OEMs).
local jobs than the 100 already
Eastern Cape-based Formex
created since 2018 and contribute
Industries has announced a new
more to the entire automotive
R102 million investment in the
supply chain,” it said.
region.
The company added that this
This follows a localisation
latest
planned contract will enable
This graphic on the Formex Industries website gives you an
drive by Volkswagen South Africa
it to manufacture more than 20
idea of the components and products that the company
(VWSA) and potential work from
new automotive components that
manufactures, mainly for the automotive OEM industry
other automotive OEMs. The latest
were previously made in Portugal.
contract will enable Formex to manufacture more than 20
“Not only will this enhance localisation, but it will also cut
new automotive components that were previously made in
out delivery delays and cost increases due to importing
Portugal.
components for locally-made VW vehicles.”
The contract also enables Formex to purchase outright
Although VW is the OEM that enabled this investment,
and upgrade a new facility in the automotive manufacturing
others have supported the need for this investment. “Ford,
hub of Struandale.
Mercedes-Benz, Isuzu, Faurecia, Purem and Toyota have
Not only will this enhance localisation (a priority for the
supported Formex as a direct and indirect supplier of
South African auto sector) but it will also eliminate delivery
automotive components. Most of our customers will at some
delays and cost increases connected to importing components
point in time also benefit from the new facility and equipment
for locally-made VW vehicles.
that will be purchased.”
The Port Elizabeth based metal
The company said its employees,
forming and assembly company
Deneb Investments Limited and
announced this latest R102 million
social partners, including the Nelson
investment commitment at the recent
Mandela Bay Municipality, the
South Africa Investment Conference in
Department of Trade, Industry and
Johannesburg. It comes on top of the
Competition and the Automotive
R200 million already invested over the
Investment Transformation Fund
past four years.
(AITF) have also contributed to its
The company said in a statement
production capacity increase, through
that it had secured a new contract with
hard work, grants, incentives and
VWSA that will enable it to purchase
funding.
outright a new facility in Struandale,
For further details contact Formex
In the workshop Formex Industries has a Ficep
Port Elizabeth, as well as to extend
Industries on TEL: 041 405 1500 or
Gemini high-definition plasma and oxyfuel
and upgrade it to bring it in line
visit www.formex.co.za
cutting and drilling machine
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Robotic Innovations develops

mobile, all-inclusive cobot welding
system equipped with a Fanuc
CRX-10iA/L collaborative robot
Bring the robot welder to the work instead of bringing the work to the robot.

“

T

raditional manual
into a cobot and the
welding comes
cobot won’t keep
with many
moving unabated. It
problems, which are
will stop. This allows
mostly weld seam
the operator and
inconsistency and
others to stand near
quality. However, using
the robot during the
robotic welding the
operation itself. An
welded seams have
operator can in this
consistent shapes
sense ‘collaborate’ on
and the seam width is
a project, adjusting the
stable, thanks to the
robot motion in real
excellent repeatability
time.”
and motion control
“This has all sorts
of robots. Moreover,
of implications for
automatic welding
basic assembly and
reduces the occurrence
machine tending
of porosity, making the
applications, areas
welding seam more
where cobots have
Once considered to be just a machine tending solution, cobots have evolved to
aesthetic,” said Rickard
received plenty of
take on jobs throughout the shop, such as assembly, inspection, welding
Oosthuizen, Operations
media attention. But
and palletising. Cobots with higher payloads can handle heavier items,
Manager of Robotic
it also has some
while some newer cobot models are mounted on mobile carts so
Innovations.
significant implications
users can quickly move them to different machines as needed
“Automation in the
for other tasks in
automotive industry
manufacturing,
has seen large investments in conventional robots that
including welding.”
perform the many repetitive operations when manufacturing
“With cobots being all the rage since their introduction
and assembling a vehicle and are an essential part of
into the marketplace, we have seen cobots being used in
making automotive plants competitive. They improve quality
some very ingenious ways. Let’s start by defining what a
and reduce warranty costs, increase capacity and relieve
cobot is though. A cobot, or collaborative robot, is a robot
bottlenecks whilst protecting
intended for direct human robot
workers from repetitive, difficult
interaction within a shared
and dangerous jobs. Car
space, or where humans and
assembly plants use robots
robots are in close proximity.”
predominantly for sub-assembly
“Although a simple
handling, spot welding and
definition, there are some
painting, but there are many
serious factors that make it
other opportunities to use robots
safe for a robot and a human
throughout the supply chain.”
to work within the same area
“However, nothing stops a
without any traditional safety
conventional robot from moving
fencing or area access safety
from point A to point B if so
zoning. Although there are
programmed hence the need for
many more, the main factors
safeguarding. Standing in its way
can be summarised as follows.
can lead to serious injury or even
Cobots move slowly, cobots
death,” explained Oosthuizen.
have sensitive payload/collision
settings, cobots can reset
Cobots are also well suited for welding processes that require
What makes the cobot
themselves after a collision and
a high level of technical skill, complicated movements, or great
unique
continue with its programme but
dexterity, because they precisely lay a consistent weld bead
“Not so with a cobot. Bump
most importantly, cobots have 
and can move anywhere around the weldment
12 METALWORKING NEWS
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certification that allows them to be classified as cobots.”
Cobot welding package
“In striving to always be ahead of the competition, Robotic
Innovations (RI) decided to design and build a compact,
mobile, all-inclusive cobot welding system in conjunction with
Fanuc, our long-time partner and supplier. We realised that
there are many fabricators and manufacturers that need a
flexible automated solution to take on simple and repetitive
welding projects so as to free up their skilled welders to do
jobs that require more expertise. Or in many other cases
they do not
have a welding
department
because of the
cost of labour
and not having
enough work to
justify employing
a welder full-time.
This cobot welding
package is ideal
for them.”
“Cobots,
are easy to use,
allow for quick
and flexible
implementation
and represent
an exceptional
option for many
companies to
tap into entirely
new potentials
when it comes
to the efficiency
and quality of
their welding
operations.
Additionally they
are not beholden
to outsourcing
or finding an
experienced
welder on a
contract basis.”
“The RI Cobot
Welding Package
consists of a
cart onto which
everything a
robotic welding
system consists
of is mounted for
ease of mobility.
This includes
a Fanuc CRX
collaborative
robot, an
iQuip supplied
Demmeler 3D
modular welding
table so as to
accommodate the
accurate location
of conventional
jigs or fixtures

used in the welding process and as an option the Demmeler
patented and multiple award-winning 3D clamping system.”
“The idea is to allow the system to be wheeled around
within a manufacturing facility, and due to its ease and speed
of programming, allow many more staff to use the system for
both once-off or high-volume production runs.”
Bring the robot welder to the work instead of bringing the
work to the robot
“Whether you are a contract manufacturer, a jobbing shop,
a fabricator, laser cutting or forming company or just a shop 
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that only operates CNC
as a maximum reach of
machines, a small or large
994mm, 1 418mm and
company, but still needs to
1 889mm respectively,
have the option of doing
follows the CRX-10iA and
weldments this system is for
CRX-10iA/L cobot models.
you,” said Willem van der
These both feature a 10kg
Merwe, Manager: Sales &
payload and a reach of
Applications at Fanuc South
1 249mm and 1 418mm
Africa.
respectively.”
“One of the real benefits
“The five CRX models
of the system is that you
combined with Fanuc’s
can take the robot welder
CR series of green cobots
to the welding situation
extends the company’s
instead of bringing the work
ability to help more
to the robot, which can
companies looking to
be cumbersome and time
automate with cobots.
consuming. Wherever you
CRX cobots are safe,
can wheel the cart to you
easy-to-use, reliable and
can get your welding done.”
a versatile solution for a
“Companies are
wide range of applications,
already facing a great
including inspection,
This year in March Fanuc introduced the new CRX-5iA, CRX-20iA/L and
CRX-25iA collaborative robots, the latest additions to its popular CRX series
number of monumental
machine load/unload,
that includes the CRX-10iA and CRX-10iA/L collaborative robots
challenges. Enormous cost
packing, palletising,
pressure combined with
sanding, welding, and
the challenge to show maximum flexibility in manufacturing,
more. The IP67 protection level dustproof and waterproof
the rapidly increasing stress of competition brought about by
performance is standard for all five CRX models, so that
globalisation and industrial automation plus a stark shortage
customers can use them even in the harsh environment areas
of skilled labour will only intensify in the future. The use of
of the factory.”
conventional industrial robots is often impractical on account
“They can detect external forces in the workspace,
of the high capital expenditure involved as well as the complex
stopping safely when making contact with a person or object.
and time-consuming programming procedures and the
This technology allows the CRX to work safely alongside
massive amount of space these robots usually occupy.”
people without the need for expensive guarding.”
“In contrast, the innovative RI Cobot Welding Package
“Most cobots have a lightweight and compact design, but
that includes our Fanuc CRX-10iA/L collaborative robot and a
the CRX cobots offer more including their high suitability for
Fanuc FH350iP pulse welding machine, is a very user-friendly,
industrial environments and no maintenance for up to eight
cost-effective system that is reachable for most companies.”
years. The CRXs can be used with a standard 100V/240V
power supply, and also include energy-saving equipment with
New easy programming
a power consumption of about 400W (with 25kg payload),”
“The Fanuc CRX-10iA/L collaborative robot can be
explained van der Merwe.
programmed by using a tablet interface, or by using a
conventional Fanuc teach pendant, or simply by dragging the
Constant change
robot arm by hand into the required positions. The intuitive
“Robotic Innovations is not the first company to offer such
software is as simple as dragging and dropping command
a solution for cobot welding but we believe we have one of the
icons in sequence of the events desired.”
most advanced, easy to use systems in an environment where
“Easy to use - even for those who have never used a
there is constant change on the machining, manufacturing,
robot or done any welding - our advanced cobot welding robot
fabrication, production or assembly floor,” explains
technology is also easy to learn and a novice can be bought
Oosthuizen.
up to speed in two hours.”
“The flexibility of the system allows it to be beneficial for
“Our arc welding cobots - including the new Fanuc
both one-off components or high-production runs. Because the
CRX - come with Fanuc’s proven, easy to use ARC Tool
solution is so easy to learn and operate you can designate a
Software designed to improve your bottom line by reducing
junior or new employee to do the sub weldments and repetitive
programming time. The easy-to-programme interface supports
work and allow your experienced welder to do the advanced
simple applications, but also provides you with the ability to
work and assembling that he is actually employed to do.”
utilise Fanuc advanced features such as Weaving, iRVision,
“You are also not held hostage to one type of programming
Seam Tracking, TAST and Multi-pass.”
or one person holding all the information.”
“We have heard of examples where a welding operation
Launch of new Fanuc CRX-5iA, CRX-20iA/L and CRX-25iA
that normally takes two hours, with a Fanuc CRX cobot it
cobots
is reduced down to 17 minutes. Another example is where
“This year in March Fanuc introduced the new CRX-5iA,
a company used to assemble 12 products a week are now
CRX-20iA/L and CRX-25iA collaborative robots, the latest
assembling 20. Both examples allow a company to enhance
additions to its popular CRX series that includes the CRX-10iA
their productivity and competitiveness significantly after
and CRX-10iA/L collaborative robots. The latest CRX cobots
only a short period of introduction and, better still, at very
complement Fanuc’s existing line of CR and CRX cobots that
reasonable initial costs,” concluded Oosthuizen.
now total 11 cobot model variations to handle products from
For further details contact Robotic Innovations on
4kg to 35kg.”
TEL 012 345 4373 or visit www.roboticinnovations.co.za or
“The rollout of the new CRX-5iA, CRX-20iA/L and CRX-25iA
Fanuc South Africa on TEL: 011 392 3610 or visit
cobots, which provide a 5kg, 20kg, and 25kg payload as well
www.fanuc.co.za
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Industrial design: It’s all digital
these days – no it is not!

T

he misconception about an industrial designer or
without knowing its engineering capabilities?”
the profession itself continues to linger on despite
“I suppose that with the IoT era that we live in it is similar
the modern world that we live in and the access that
to the perception that everybody can regard themselves to be
we have to being informed. Personally I think the linking
a journalist or reporter, they can also be an industrial designer
of the two words – industrial and design/designer – is a
because of the tools that we have at our disposal.”
contributing factor to the misconception. When you mention
“In my opinion they should rather say that you are a
the word industrial there is immediately the connotation
product development specialist because if you look at my
of something relating to
career, I have designed many
industry, manufacturing and/
products and besides taking
or engineering, which can
the form and function of
be viewed as prestigious or
the product into account, I
alternatively as hard work on a
have also been involved in
factory floor. The word design
the mechanical elements or
conjures up thoughts such
electrical parts that would
as creative, art and engaging
be designed and needed
with the extreme,” said Brian
and then the functioning
Steinhobel of Art Steinhobel.
and manufacturing of the
“Put the two words
mould that would be used to
together and you immediately
manufacture the product, for
think of some drawing/
example.”
draughting person sitting
“I get involved from
in a dark office in a factory
concept
to point of purchase.”
Art Steinhobel is an industrial design and product development
somewhere. It is completely
“Why should we not
consultancy, serving a diverse range of industries including
misunderstood and it continues
engineering, electronics, packaging, appliances/white goods, mining, reinvent products across all
medical, furniture, pharmaceutical, automotive, sports equipment,
to be portrayed as a process
spheres of life and industries,

“

information technology products and many others

This wheelbarrow was awarded the Red Dot Design award.
This unique wheelbarrow is water injection moulded to create
a strong long-lasting product. The wheelbarrow is light, reliable
and eco-friendly and the handles have been designed to fit
the form of your hand

of design applied to products
that are to be manufactured
through techniques of mass
production. In many instances
the industrial design/designer is
generally kept separate from the
actual manufacturing process.
This allows designers to fully
concentrate on the product itself
and ensure that it is optimised
for customer experience, they say.
But how can you design something
16 METALWORKING NEWS
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Brian Steinhobel has been very successful in the office furniture
industry. This is one of his latest designs that was 3D
printed before it went into production

Steinhobel’s work has a bias towards complex injectionmoulded plastics, pressure die-cast aluminium, CADCAM
and animation

May 2022

making them stronger, lighter,
more comfortable and aesthetically
unique. Our mission is to delight
our clients, their partners and
customers with the development of
a product that cross pollinates the
art and human aspects with shape
and form while at the same time
including the functionality.”
“The biggest mistake any
business can make is to let go of
the value of design. Human beings 

In designing the focal point of the wine gallery at Cape Town’s Ellerman House, an enormous three-dimensional wine rack holding
1 500 bottles and bearing over two tons of weight, Steinhobel was inspired by a humble corkscrew. The 3.2m high, 6m long
structure is a literal translation of a corkscrew or helix shape

are visual creatures, so visual aesthetics affect our judgment.
Your business could have the best functioning product, with
prominent features and the highest quality. But if it has a poor
quality in the designing aspect, it will give advantage to the
competitor’s company’s product with an impressive design, no
matter how poor it is in functionality.”
“Industrial designers have a wide skillset. First and
foremost, they have excellent creativity and imagination. They
must be able to produce interesting and usable designs that
customers would enjoy.”
“But unfortunately design is thought of about as being
styling and all about looks. This is, in fact, more popular
with people who have no knowledge of industrial design and
is formed from the mindset of downgrading the perception
of the design profession, especially by people from the
engineering discipline, who derive sadistic pleasure by
condemning anything outside their comfort zone.”
“In modern design and manufacturing services, there
is a range of common practices that are used to improve
efficiency and a business’s ability to compete. For us
industrial designers we have to marry art with engineering,
rethink form factors, engage the impossible and consistently
deliver market-winning designs.”
“The keys to success are to employ state-of-the-art
software, including integrated CAD/CAM/CAE, maximise
the use of synchronous technology and deliver compelling
concepts that can be readily manufactured and tooled.”
“The results are the reinvention of products across all
industries, making them stronger, lighter, more comfortable
and aesthetically unique.”
“We thrive on achieving the nearly impossible. We have a
niche for solving problems, raising the bar and changing the
paradigm of design. We’ve reinvented shopping carts and
we’ve reinvented exercise machines and that is the bottom
line of what good software allows you to do.”
“We are business-driven, so we use comprehensive
software for the entire process of industrial design from
beginning to end.”
“Good industrial design is about much more than
visual appeal. Well-designed products need to be readily
manufacturable and most especially toolable. Practical tooling
design is essential. CAD is really an interface that bridges
design ideas with physical reality. Outputting the files into
rapid prototypes and further refining them on into machining,

our objective is to get a product in your hand.”
Brian Steinhobel is recognised globally as one of the
world’s most talented, prolific industrial designers with a
career spanning 42 years. Over the years, he has designed
everything from components for F1 racing cars and airplanes
to sensually shaped chairs and ice buckets suggestive of the
female form.
In designing the focal point of the wine gallery at Cape
Town’s Ellerman House, an enormous three-dimensional
wine rack holding 1 500 bottles and bearing over two tons
of weight, Steinhobel was inspired by a humble corkscrew.
The 3.2m high, 6m long structure is a literal translation of a
corkscrew or helix shape.
“The shape was also informed by the free form curves
and organic growth of vines. The human scale of the wine
rack enables you to engage with it, by walking through it and
enjoying the sense of being inside a vineyard, with the vines
arching over above your head,” says Steinhobel.
But Steinhobel is not just about extreme designs. He has
been instrumental in the design of the award-winning Lasher
wheelbarrow, besides numerous other Lasher tools, a unique
all plastic and lightweight wheelbarrow that is water injection
moulded to create a strong long-lasting product.
Some of the more recent projects include the Ugreeny
vertical gardening box, the bottle for the Aquella natural
spring water and flavoured drink range, the Hala Motors
electric vehicle taxi, a luxury jet known as the Pegasus jet,
Zodiac’s Barracuda pool cleaners, in total 2 500 projects and
still counting.
“Design is actually an intellectual process initially. You
have to think about something and visualise it, just like motor
sport drivers visualise the track before they do a lap. Now
the task is to make it real. It is up to you to take into account
all the aspects I have mentioned previously and then use all
the tools at your disposal to get it out there. Believe me good
design sells!”
Art Steinhobel is an industrial design and product
development consultancy, serving a diverse range of
industries including engineering, electronics, packaging,
appliances/white goods, mining, medical, furniture,
pharmaceutical, automotive, sports equipment, information
technology products and many others.
For further details contact Art Steinhobel on
011 706 2187 or visit www.artsteinhobel.com
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ONS Electrical and Engineering
owner makes it happen
after a layoff

Invests in DNE fibre laser. Looking to invest more in other metalworking equipment.

The DNE fibre laser with a bed size of 3 000mm by 1 500mm
with a 3kW fibre power source. The machine was installed by
the South Africa branch last year

A

ONS Electrical and Engineering also offers welding as a service

ccording to a recent international study millennials have
that is located in Roslyn just outside Pretoria and is a
a strong entrepreneurial inclination, and their motivations
manufacturer of electrical components and also supplies the
for starting a business challenges preconceived notions.
automotive industry, asked me to quote on a component they
“The study found that the entrepreneurial spirit is alive and
needed. I did not even have money to purchase raw material
well with 41 per cent of Americans saying they would quit
or the know how to manufacture the component.”
their job and start a business in the next six months if they
“My next stroke of luck was I found this tool and diemaker
had the tools and resources they needed. This number is
who was looking for extra work at the time, a fact that I only
higher for millennials with more than half of those surveyed
found out later, and he could manufacture the component
stating that they would be willing to take the entrepreneurial
for me. Surprisingly I won the quote and then the pressure
leap in the next six months with the right tools and resources.”
came to deliver. Somehow I did and as a result this customer
For Kenny Pillay he did not need a study, the right tools
put trust in me. They did have to pay me on order though at
or resources. He did not need any motivation or pushing.
first because I would not have been able to get the second
At the age of 32 he had been retrenched after building up
order done if I did not have some cash flow. They are still my
a decent resume in positions other than manufacturing, let
number one customer today, eight years later.”
alone metalworking. The
“From then on I
closest he came was
became a middleman
his last position where
between new customers
he was Manager of the
that I acquired and my
spares department at an
first supplier who would
automotive OEM. Even
manufacture everything
with no dependants to
for me. He and I became
worry about coupled with
friends and promised to
very little savings, he still
help each other business
needed to earn.
wise. When the time came
“I was forced to
for me to start machining
get out there and do
myself I rented some
something. And I had no
factory space from him
idea what I wanted to do.
and some of his old CNC
I did not even have money
equipment. It was a start
to purchase cell phone
and I was grateful to be
time. I had to borrow from
able to earn a living.”
a friend.”
“One thing I made
“Fortunately, after
sure of, and still do today,
knocking on doors my
is to give my clients the
Kenny Pillay – owner of ONS Electrical and Engineering
first customer, a company
best service and turnaround 
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time. I am on top of
we committed to
this all the time and
purchasing a Bystronic
it is a big plus factor
DNE fibre laser with a
in my favour. Added
bed size of 3 000mm
to this is having a
by 1 500mm with
competitive price and
a 3kW fibre power
presenting a quality
source. The machine
product.”
was installed by the
“Today, what
South Africa branch
it takes to launch
last year.”
and succeed with a
“It might be
startup machining or
that the machine
fabrication business
is manufactured in
is arguably becoming
China by DNE but
a more important and
the company is part
relevant question.
of the Bystronic
From a macro view, we
Group. Additionally,
need more machining
the laser machines
businesses - we need
are equipped with
A range of components that ONS Electrical and Engineering has processed for clients
more shops. Many
the world’s most
decades-old job shops
advanced laser source
in South Africa will close or be acquired in the coming few
from IPG Photonics, AC servo drive technology and electrical
years, as their baby-boomer founders reach retirement without
systems from Schneider and the highest quality heavy-duty
successors. New shops founded by millennial entrepreneurs
Herion M3 helical rack and spur gears from Germany, capable
could be a partial answer and could take up opportunities
of cutting stainless or carbon steel, aluminium, brass, copper,
these shops leave behind. Yet from a more micro level view,
titanium and most metal alloys.”
realising this solution is challenging. New shops face high
“For mild steel, which accounts for about 30% of our cutting
barriers to thriving.”
we cut up to 20mm, for stainless steel, which makes up the
“To start a business a manufacturing business owner
majority of the sheet that we process, we cut up to 12mm,
needs to be outgoing and not be scared of rejection. You
aluminium up to 12mm as well and then we also do a small
need to have an uncontrollable desire to succeed and enjoy
amount of copper and brass and go up to 8mm on these
dealing with people. As it happened to me, people buy from
materials.”
people they like, and that is a fact of life. To succeed in this or
“The laser is run on nitrogen and we have Air Products as
any business, you need to like going out to introduce yourself
our source for this.”
to potential customers, spending countless hours bidding on
“Since we installed it in our Tulisa Park, Johannesburg
contracts, and after all that, your efforts may not pay off for
factory we have acquired a whole selection of new clients that
a long time. Besides being a people person, you need the
are involved in manufacturing product that needs panelling
creativity to come up with new or innovative business ideas
DB boxes. We are also now able to offer our existing clients that nobody else is doing. Any business in general is a gamble,
Alstom’s Gibela is a big client of ours - new services especially
and you need to keep a laser-like focus on the ultimate goal,
as we have complemented the purchase with a welding
which is locking in contracts at all costs!”
department.”
“In those early days I was prepared to get anything done to
“Going forward we are looking at purchasing our own
earn a living. As a result I came across other disciplines in the
press brake and we will be replacing our old CNC machining
metalworking field that have led to me getting more involved
equipment with new equipment. A priority on this side is a lathe
with cutting and forming metal, in particular sheet metal, as
and a milling machine.”
well as fabrication and assembly.”
“A machine shop or fabricator can buy and sell
It snowballed from there. People found that Pillay could
equipment. It’s just business, adjusting capacity to meet
supply and deliver laser-cut parts quickly according to their
changing demand levels.”
spec, and they kept asking for more. A request for formed
“But if a business decision involves a workforce change parts led to Pillay offering CNC press brake services. When
that is, layoffs - it’s different. I’m sorry, but I can’t stand
the request came for
when people tell me
welded parts, Pillay sought
don’t take it personally, it’s
companies that could offer
just
welding services.
business, because it’s not.
The fabrication side of
Layoffs affect the company
the business was growing,
culture and change
but it still lacked the
personal lives. It’s not a
equipment that would tie
light decision.”
it all together and stick in
“I am an example.
people’s minds. 75% of
My life was thrown into
turnover was coming from
turmoil. Fortunately I have
this side and Pillay needed
survived.”
to do something.
For further
details contact ONS
DNE fibre laser
Electrical and
“The timing of Covid
Engineering on
was not great but we
072 398 9644 or
The DNE fibre laser is run on nitrogen. Air Products is the supplier
were still determined and
visit www.onsee.co.za
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Localisation Supermarket,

in support of the South African Automotive
Masterplan 2035, gives you opportunity to
supply locally made components

T

he Localisation Supermarket, both a physical showcase
and online catalogue of automotive components that
are currently imported and for which Tier 1 suppliers
are seeking local alternatives, is giving impetus to the South
African Automotive Masterplan’s targets to transform the
automotive supply chain.
According to the AIDC Eastern Cape, who initiated the
project with the Eastern Cape Automotive Industry Forum,
bids have been made by local companies to produce 25% of
the parts listed in the Localisation Supermarket.
SAAM 2035 has set a target to increase local content
from 39% to 60% and to transform and deepen the
automotive supply chain. According to the SAAM 2035 report
an increase in the contribution of black-owned suppliers’
automotive GVA within the economy to 25% of the Tier 2 and
Tier 3 total, is achievable.
The Localisation Supermarket is an innovative permanent
exhibition of automotive components that are not produced
locally. It provides tangible and transparent access to

localisation opportunities in the Eastern Cape’s automotive
supply chain, for black suppliers to participate meaningfully
and to strengthen the manufacturing base of the sector.
The supermarket is aimed at driving localisation to widen
the manufacturing base and promote inclusivity of black
suppliers.
Suppliers are able to view parts virtually, online and then
express an interest on the platform after which the AIDC
would engage eligible suppliers through a RFQ process.
“Many of the parts require a high level of technical
expertise and successful suppliers need to comply with
stringent international quality standards.”
“We understand these real and valid barriers to entry
and will work with qualifying suppliers to equip them to enter
the supply chain, including access to finance,” the AIDC EC
said.
A directory of parts for which Tier 1s and OEMs
like Toyota are seeking local suppliers is available
at https://lnkd.in/dkENuTC
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SkyReach is a proudly South African company based at the Springs Airfield, just east of Johannesburg.
The company manufactures the BushCat, a distinctive light sport aircraft

Rainbow SkyReach introduces

laser cutting and bending to its aircraft
manufacturing capabilities

M

odern machinery has increased throughput in many
their own machine or machines to perform the metal cutting
metalworking and fabricating companies tremendously.
or bending that was once outsourced to you, and because
I’ve visited some shops in which I see components
initially their own requirements cannot fill the capacity of these
move from one process to the next within minutes, as long as
machines, they seek outside work to justify the investment and
there is an organised production plan. In many operations, the
‘pesto’, ‘your customer becomes your opposition in a field that
once so dreaded machine changeover is now no big deal. The
you once dominated.
speed at which the machines cut or bend shifts the problem to
Rainbow SkyReach is another classic example of this
address downstream issues. If
scenario. The company, which
a business has not addressed
was only established in January
its welding, fabricating or
this year, has purchased a
assembly operations to
Bodor P3 fibre laser cutter
meet the inflow of processed
and a 125 ton press brake
components then bottlenecks
to complement its existing
will occur.
welding, machining and reverse
Lasers produce blanks
engineering services. The
faster than ever, and modern
company is now able to take
press brakes can be set up
full control over its component
in minutes. Surveys show
manufacturing and quality
the greatest bottlenecks on
control, as well as reduce
the shop floor occur in the
turnaround times as it no longer
front office, in sales, quoting,
needs to outsource these
engineering, programming,
services.
purchasing, and scheduling.
SkyReach Zonkeh is a
Despite all this, one metric
division of Rainbow SkyReach,
SkyReach Zonkeh was founded to complement the company’s
has remained stubbornly
the home of the BushCat light
existing departments that are responsible for manufacturing or
steady in recent years: On-time
sport aircraft (LSA) that is
processing individual components and materials for the manufacture
delivery. Time and again
of the BushCat. The company, which was only established in January manufactured by the company
service centres are letting
and sold the world over. The
this year, has purchased a Bodor P3 fibre laser cutter and a 125 ton
press brake to complement its existing welding, machining, reverse
clients down. Before you know
SkyReach BushCat is a South
engineering and tube manipulation services
it, the client has installed
African developed LSA. The
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aircraft is supplied as a kit for amateur construction or as a
complete ready-to-fly-aircraft. The BushCat is a distinctive LSA
within the reach of many budgets.
Rainbowc SkyReach is a proudly South African company
based at the Springs Airfield, just east of Johannesburg.
Formerly Rainbow Aircraft, the company has its origins in the
weight-shift trike market. However, a need for a cost-effective
and rugged, 3-axis bush aircraft was identified in the late
1990s, resulting in the first flights of the newly designed
aircraft taking place in 2001.
Rainbow SkyReach is a SACAA approved aircraft
manufacturing
organisation
and the BushCat
aircraft meets
ASTM and
CS-LSA standards
applicable to light
sport aircraft
design and flight
performance. The
BushCat has been
thoroughly flight
tested to prove
compliance and
assure clients
of SkyReach’s
commitment to
safety.
“SkyReach
Zonkeh was
founded to
complement
our existing
departments that
are responsible
for manufacturing
or processing
individual
components and
materials for the
manufacture of
the BushCat.
We are proud to
say that except
for the landing
gear, instruments
and the engine,
everything else is
locally designed,
manufactured
and assembled,”
explained Shawn
Braisier, General
Manager of
SkyReach Zonkeh.
“For example,
the BushCat
fuselage, wings
and control
surfaces are all
covered in an
extremely durable,
lightweight and
tough material
called Trilam.
These covers
require cutting to 

templates before being double stitched together with the use
of industrial sewing machines. This is all done in our sewing
department.”
“While all the strength of the BushCat design comes from
triangulated aluminium tubing that we fabricate ourselves,
there is substantial use of composite parts in the finished
product. Cowling, wing tips, doors, fairings etc are handmade
in our composite shop to a very high standard. Of course these
parts are also subject to a critical QC programme before parts
A BushCat being assembled. This particular aircraft is for a client in
Plettenberg Bay, Eastern Cape
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The introduction of laser technology is intended to improve
production efficiency and allow the company to grow by opening the
doors to new markets, specifically for laser cutting and profile
bending services

SkyReach is a SACAA approved aircraft manufacturing organisation
and the BushCat aircraft meets ASTM and CS-LSA standards
applicable to light sport aircraft design and flight performance.
The BushCat has been thoroughly flight tested to prove compliance
and assure clients of SkyReach’s commitment to safety

are accepted into stores.”
“Any deviation from the manufacturing drawings, materials
or assembly discovered during our QC process is treated with
urgency and dealt with under strict compliance.”

plates, throttle arm components and the aircraft control panel,
which is done in aluminium. At this stage I am the operator as
well being the parts manager, and I have learned to operate
the laser through my qualifications and experiences at previous
companies. I worked at a steel supplier for a number of years
before I joined SkyReach Zonke.”
“Introduced to the metal processing side in April was a
125 ton hydraulic press brake that can bend material up to 3
200mm wide and mild steel between 0.5mm and 12mm. Again,
our own requirements will not be significant at this stage so we
will be marketing the fact that we are capable of doing outside
work.”
“In keeping with our aviation lineage, we handle all your
parts manufacturing with the same attention to detail and
quality control as you would expect from an experienced aircraft
manufacturer.”
“The acquisition of this laser cutter and press brake give us
the opportunity to diversify, apart from focusing on the aviation
industry, and becoming a preferred supplier of laser cut and
profile bent components parts to other industries who require
quality and precision work.”
“But we are not limited to these two processes. We are also
able to offer Tig welding, conventional turning and milling. As
we grow and require more diversification as well as bringing
services inhouse, we will look at CNC machining. And of course
there is also our sub-assembly, assembly and fabrication
experience. Reverse engineering is another service that we
offer.”
“The company operates out of various workshops that are
housed in the hangars at Springs Airfield, with a combined
floor space of 1 800m² and the company has 45 full-time
employees.”
For further details contact SkyReach Zonkeh on
TEL: 010 006 5513 or visit www.skyreachzonkeh.com

Bodor fibre laser introduction
“The introduction of laser technology is intended to improve
production efficiency and allow the company to grow by opening
the doors to new markets, specifically for laser cutting and
profile bending services,” explained Denise Kruger, Parts
Division Manager of SkyReach Zonkeh.
“Application of high-powered lasers is becoming more
commonplace in industrial environments and manufacturing
as more applications of these lasers are discovered and
developed. More manufacturers are realising how reliable and
repeatable industrial laser systems can be. Like any other
machine tool, the technologies surrounding the laser system
have advanced significantly over the past several decades.”
“The Bodor P3 fibre laser cutter has a bed size of
3 000mm by 1 500mm and a 3kW power source was only
installed in March this year. We are currently cutting flat mild
steel and stainless steel components on it between 2mm and
6mm and 2mm aluminium components. But as you know the
machine is capable of cutting thicker sheet for all of these
materials and this is a feature we will be pushing to external
clients.”
“Our requirements only take up 20% of the capacity so
we have the potential to really expand our portfolio of clients.
We have already acquired clients that service the mining and
bakery industries but we will not be limited to these industries.”
“We have Autocad, Solidworks and the Bodor software at
our disposal so we are very up-to-date with the latest tools in
this area.”
“For SkyReach we are cutting axle main plates, exhaust

The company also offers welding, machining and reverse engineering
services
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Introduced to the metal processing side in April was a 125 ton
hydraulic press brake that can bend material up to 3 200mm wide
and mild steel between 0.5mm and 12mm

Multitrade 3D Systems appointed
as Meltio’s official sales partner to boost
growth in the Sub-Saharan Africa metal
additive manufacturing market

M

ultitrade 3D Systems and
where the technology
Meltio, based in the Jaén
is widely adopted and
province of southern Spain in
accepted by academia,
the eastern part of the autonomous
dentistry, jewellery,
community of Andalusia, a disruptive
medical and the tooling
laser metal deposition technology
industries.
manufacturer have announced that
Multitrade 3D Systems
Multitrade 3D Systems is going to
will focus on building a
play a key role in the distribution
supportive ecosystem
and support of the Meltio metal 3D
for Meltio’s technology
printing solutions in the Sub-Saharan
in the Sub-Saharan
Africa market, as an official sales
Africa territory partnering
partner.
and driving business
Metal additive manufacturing is
Meltio offers a pioneering
Meltio offers a pioneering
opportunities alongside
one
of
the
segments
of
the
AM
metal 3D printing solution
metal 3D printing solution that
technology centres,
market that has grown the most
that enables industrial
in recent years. Metal additive
enables industrial applications
machine tool companies,
applications with a process
manufacturing, or 3D printing,
with a process built around
robotic integrators,
built around welding wire
offers the possibility to produce
welding wire, the safest, cleanest,
academia, and industry.
complex parts without the design
and most affordable metal
constraints of traditional
feedstock in the market.
Multitrade 3D Systems
manufacturing routes. Metal
Metal additive manufacturing
Due to the increasing
additive manufacturing offers
is one of the segments of the
trend of Additive
design freedom with the ability
AM market that has grown the
Manufacturing (AM) in
to manufacture parts or
components from a wide
most in recent years. Metal
South Africa, Multitrade
range of materials
additive manufacturing, or 3D
3D Systems (Pty) Ltd
printing, offers the possibility to
was established in 2019
produce complex parts without the
to further support the
design constraints of traditional
engineering industry that Multitrade Distributors currently
Additive Manufacturing is a
manufacturing routes. Metal
supports with subtractive manufacturing tooling solutions.
technology that produces three- The company specialises in supplying Sub-Saharan Africa
additive manufacturing offers
dimensional parts layer by layer
design freedom with the ability to
with metal additive manufacturing/3D printing machines.
from a material, be it polymer
manufacture parts or components
They are the authorised GE Additive sales representatives for
or metal based
from a wide range of materials.
South Africa and now Meltio sales representatives for SubComponents that would not
Saharan Africa.
have even been possible just a
few years ago can now be made to high standards. No longer
Meltio
solely a prototyping technology, Additive Manufacturing is now
Meltio takes metal additive manufacturing to the next
being used for the production of
level by developing highseries components for the most
performance, affordable, and
demanding applications.
easy-to-use metal 3D printing
Additive Manufacturing is a
solutions using wire LMD
technology that produces threetechnology.
dimensional parts layer by layer
The company’s mission is
from a material, be it polymer
to delight customers, partners
or metal based. The method
and employees by pioneering
relies on a digital data file being
the development of affordable
transmitted to a machine that
metal 3D printing systems
then builds the component.
that are reliable, safe, and
Industries such as aerospace
powerful, continually reinforcing
and automotive have found in
their status as disruptors.
these technologies a solution for
For further details
the development of final parts
contact Multitrade 3D Systems
with shorter lead times, and
on TEL: 084 810 9281 or visit
Meltio has its own range of wire which Multitrade 3D Systems
fewer costs. Other industries
www.multitrade3d.com
will be distributing
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Special Steels takes delivery of

three Everising bandsaws and one billet saw
“With a growing order book,
we identified the need to increase
capacity, to cut quickly and shorten
lead-times. This has always been
the company’s philosophy. Time
and service are an important
aspect of the manufacturing
industry and contribute to the
profits of our customers,” said
Byron Ferguson, MD of Special
Steels.
“We already have bandsaws
of various sizes and capabilities
in the sawing department. They
include Amada, Behringer and
Everising brands of bandsaws. But
we knew we had to make further
investments.”
“In any manufacturing
environment, the bandsaw is the
production manager's best friend.
Fully-automated bandsaws can
have a very significant effect on
the productivity of fabrication
businesses or steel merchants,
for example. For years the band
Special Steels have recently taken delivery of three new Everising bandsaws
sawing operation was a bit of
a tortoise, at least relative to
other processes in sheet metal,
pecial Steels’ sawing line is constantly being added to
plate, and structural fabrication. Compared to other cutting
with new equipment and in 2021 two new machines
operations, be it with a laser, plasma torch, or turret
were installed and now in 2022 a further three
punch press, it took a long time for a saw to cut through a
Everising bandsaws and one Everising billet saw have been
workpiece of any substantial size. But times have changed.
added to this department.
Bandsaws now slice through metal at an unprecedented
The machines, supplied by First Cut, were installed in the
rate.”
first quarter of this year.
“Nowadays bandsaws feature
full PLC control of all electrical and
hydraulic functions. The raising
and lowering of the cutting head
is controlled by a single lifting
cylinder which makes for quick,
efficient operation. Workpieces
are secured during cutting by a
hydraulically controlled dual-vice
clamping system. There are many
other features that contribute to
efficiencies.”
“Special Steels was
established 20 years ago in
2002 as a specialist cut-to-length
company with an emphasis on
imported bar and tube. When
I took over the running of the
company I focussed on service
and speed of delivery so that we
In the bandsaw department there are over 15 machines and they include the recent installations
could stand out amongst the rest.
of an Everising H-260 HB-NC horizontal bandsaw with a capacity for round and hollow bar of
We subsequently transcended the
260mm and square bar of 310mm by 260mm and an Everising H-460 HB-NC horizontal bandsaw
business from the essential ‘buywith a capacity for round and hollow bar of 460mm and square bar of 460mm by 460mm.

S
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cut-sell’ process, offered by many, to one that offered
value-added services and minimised downtime over
and above the required cut-to-size requirements. These
benefits include machining preparation work to be done
on the steel, reducing machine setup times, minimising
material wastage and offering consistent dimensional
tolerances for high-volume production. These processes
would ultimately free up valuable time on our clients’
high-end machinery and allow them to perform the more
complex machining operations that would add value to
their manufacturing capabilities.”
“However, we have never forgotten the original
process that the company was established on and
we have continued to invest in this department as it
remains an essential service that we offer.”
The first capital equipment investment the company
made in 2021 was to purchase a Behringer HBE261A
horizontal automatic bandsaw that has a cutting
capacity for round solid or hollow bar of 260mm.
The second investment was to purchase an Everising
H 560 HA-NC horizontal bandsaw, which was installed
mid-year. The machine has a capacity for round and
hollow bar of 560mm and square bar of 615mm by
560mm. The company already has the exact same
Everising bandsaw.
The latest investments made by Special Steels this
year include a new Everising S-250 HB-NC automatic
shuttle vice bandsaw with a capacity for round and
hollow bar of 250mm and square bar of 300mm by
250mm.
Installed at the same time was an Everising H-260
HB-NC horizontal bandsaw with a capacity for round
and hollow bar of 260mm and square bar of 310mm
by 260mm and an Everising H-460 HB-NC horizontal
bandsaw with a capacity for round and hollow bar of
460mm and square bar of 460mm by 460mm.
The latest machine to be installed is an Everising
P150 ILA billet saw with a capacity of 70mm to 150mm.
Recent upgrades to the popular P-series circular saw
range have facilitated improved data transfer in terms
of speed and volume, enabling customers to reduce
production costs by speeding up cutting times.
“The Everising saws are designed for the serial
and production sawing of solid materials, pipes, and
sections. With their variety of standard equipment, the
machines are suitable for numerous tasks, and they
are strong enough to stand up to a tough working life at
Special Steels.”
“But ultimately these investments have been made
to cope with the increase in business and to uphold our
motto of service and speed of delivery as well as adding
value for clients.”
“When one is striving to stay on the cutting-edge,
getting the balance right between high-performance
equipment, consumables and the accompanying
technical support is crucial.”
“It’s been a strategic, focused approach to growth.
All of this growth has come with the sole purpose of
improving our quality and to be able to do more for our
customers while making sure we do not compete with
them,” said Ferguson.
For further details contact Special Steels on
TEL: 011 865 4939 or visit www.specialsteels.co.za

KPL Die Casting and Thekwini Wire
thrive on VWSA mentoring
and recognition

D

espite the
1 suppliers for
Covid-19
new work.”
pandemic and
Meanwhile,
the semi-conductor
KPL Die Casting
crisis impacting
has been supplying
the automotive
a component to
industry, the goal of
VWSA for the Polo
transformation has
Vivo. “Through
remained a priority
Project Ntinga,
to Volkswagen Group
KPL gained more
South Africa (VWSA).
capacity to respond
This priority extends
to market demands,
to the company and to
and learned the
its supply chain, with
importance of using
two new black-owned
globally recognised
suppliers joining the
quality business
VWSA supplier base
processes,” said
after completing a
Sally Marengo,
mentoring programme
owner and managing
offered by the
director of KPL.
Thekwini Wire and Fasteners have purchased a Robomac R214 TF wire bender, a
company.
KPL was also
high capacity sequential bending machine. The machine is manufactured by French
KPL Die Casting
assisted during the
company Numailliance and was supplied by Retecon
and Thekwini Wire,
Covid-19 pandemic
both beneficiaries of
by the B-BBEE
VWSA’s Project Ntinga, began supplying parts for the Polo
Initiatives Trust, which was established by VWSA in 2016
and Polo Vivo built in Kariega in 2021. Project Ntinga was
with the mandate of driving transformation in the South
launched in 2017 to develop black-owned suppliers to the
African automotive industry, by investing in black-owned
automotive industry through an intensive mentoring and
suppliers and offering post-investment support to these
coaching programme. Five winners were originally chosen to
companies.
participate from a group of over 300 suppliers.
With transformation being one of the key priorities for
“We were fortunate to be trained by the VWSA team,
VWSA’s corporate strategy, the company has continuously
and we also had an automotive expert appointed as our
worked towards achieving a diverse, inclusive workforce and
mentor, who guided us to become a more valuable supplier
supply chain. These efforts are evident through the company’s
within the automotive sector’s supply chain,” said Bala
recent achievement of a B-BBEE Level 3 status.
Moodley, director
“Transformation
of Thekwini Wire in
remains a key priority
Durban. Thekwini
for VWSA and within
Wire, which was
the wider automotive
opened in 2009, is
industry,” said
currently a second-tier
Nonkqubela Maliza,
supplier, supplying
Director of Corporate
parts to one of VWSA’s
and Government
direct suppliers, who
Affairs at VWSA. “As
in turn supplies parts
a company we have
for the Polo.
played an active
“The insight from
role in transforming
VWSA production
the industry and
site visits helped us
empowering blackto implement newer
owned suppliers to
ways of working and
participate even more
improved our ability
in the automotive
to streamline our
sector. Initiatives such
processes. We also
as Project Ntinga
gained the confidence
benefit not only
to approach
our industry, but
other automotive
the broader economy
Aluminium castings make up the majority of the casting tonnage at KPL Die Casting
manufacturers and Tier
and community.”
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WD Hearn Machine Tools golf day
brings welcome diversion
to stressful period

P

articipating in a company sponsored golf day used
to be a regular outing for many. As we all know this
welcome diversion from a busy work schedule came to
a grinding halt just over two years ago. Slowly life is getting
back to what we were accustomed to, for now anyway, but
we still have to be cautious.
In March WD Hearn Machine Tools Johannesburg branch
revived their annual golf day, which had not taken place
the previous three years. The day drew close to 100 clients,
suppliers and associates for a good old networking session

and a bit of fun, besides having to hit that little white ball
over some lush and well-manicured green grass. Well for
most they treaded on these pastures but some of us did
not.
The well organised event took place at The Benoni Lake
Club, Gauteng and WD Hearn Machine Tools would like
to thank all who participated and made the day happen
but more importantly the sponsors. These included Excell
Rigging, Flexilube, FEW, Guhring, Iscar, Ikusasa CNC Training,
Proof Rifles, TaeguTec, Tres Engineering, Weber and Wurth.

First on the day were Cecil Barendse from Etion Digital Solutions,
Shane Tew from SRT Engineering, Nico Mostert from City Power
and Jayden Mostert. On the left is Graeme Cooper and on the right
Ray Cooper, both from WD Hearn Machine Tools

Part of the fourball team that came in second were Ruben Rheeder
of Gunslinger and Juan van Tonder from LocknLoad Arms. They are
seen with Marius Conradie of WD Hearn Machine Tools

In the third-place team were George Knell and Tiaan Rheeders, both
of Millcor Industries and Mike West from Capricorn Industries. They
are with Peet Buitendag of WD Hearn Machine Tools on the right

In the middle is Bartlo van Der Merwe of NWU who won the prize
on the 8th hole sponsored by Guhring South Africa. He is seen with
Jonathan and Wayne Green, both of Ghuring South Africa
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Does South African

manufacturing have a problem?

Henry Levine, CEO at Made In Workshop

“

T

a manufacturing nation. In the last two
years especially during the pandemic, we
can see just how dependent we are on
imported goods.”
“Manufacturing in South Africa, in
my opinion, is not encouraged. It is far
easier to import goods from Alibaba
than to tool up and manufacture it. The
manufacturing industry has the potential
to greatly reduce our unemployment
rate, increase GDP and make us far less
dependent on imported goods.”
“There have been many attempts
to encourage manufacturing in South
Africa albeit indirectly. Upliftment
of unemployed youth is one such
solution. Uplift the youth, train them in
new skills and teach them how to be
entrepreneurial and we should get an
increase in employment. I don’t think
that worked too well and here I must get
on to my ‘virtual’ soap box.”
“There are many youth empowerment
programmes around, both private as
well as public. A quick Google search can confirm this fact.
These programmes are well thought out and executed. Many
graduates are well versed in their chosen field. But there are
no jobs for them. Employment has two sides. Employee and
employer. You cannot improve one side without improving the
other. The equation must balance.”
“Businesses need to be uplifted as well. Now this is the
side that I sit on as the CEO of Made In Workshop. Made In
Workshop is a coworking and shared fabrication studio and
workshop. We purchase industrial tools and machines for
other businesses to use to manufacture their product. Apart 

he makerspace idea originates from the USA. The
concept is about lowering the barriers of entry for
people to express their creativity in a physical way. It
is about people getting together, working creatively, inspiring
each other, engaging with new technology, and building a
bottom-up economy, as the MakerSpace Foundation describes
it,” explained Henry Levine, CEO at Made In Workshop.
“Made In Workshop does not offer machining or
fabrication services but rather access to the tools, machinery
and workshop space that helps individuals and companies to
turn their idea into a manufactured product. From there the
options but more importantly the barriers
to entry have been significantly lowered,”
explained Levine.
“However, through my working experience
and the last five years of running Made
In Workshop I have found there are
many bureaucratic barriers to entry for
manufacturing entrepreneurs. But more
importantly there are not enough support
programmes and training for employers. And
what I mean is businesses that are already
running.”
“A walk down the aisles of a supermarket,
hypermarket or a big wholesale retail outlet
is generally a thing that most South Africans
do regularly. We have that one thing that we
must get. Whether it be booze and snacks for
a party, our monthly bulk shop or that piece
of sporting equipment. In my case I always
look at the product’s country of origin. It is
no surprise that it is often China, India or
Vietnam. South Africa does also feature in
Made In Workshop is one of the largest DIY workshops and makerspaces in South Africa.
this ‘list’. However, I would like to emphasise
Made In Workshop provides a platform for prototyping, manufacturing and developing
that we are very low on the list. We are not
products in South Africa
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from a VAT refund there’s no further incentives. The real cost
of the machine is not the capital cost but the running costs.
Businesses are not sponsored to increase their capabilities.
For a business to grow it costs us more.”
“Another Google search shows there are very few
upliftment programmes for business. Going back to my
analogy above, the equation is not balanced. But how do we
fix it?”
“In no particular order reduce duties on manufacturing
specific machinery and encourage skills development of the
businesses themselves.”
“If the equation balances and increases on both sides
South Africa and its residents will benefit. Increased
employment means more PAYE and income tax for the
government. More production means more VAT and company
taxes. I won’t even mention the side industries that would
benefit from an increase in manufacturing. In short, our GDP
will increase.”
“How do we start? I don’t have the answer for that
question, but there have been too many good ideas that have
been destroyed by greed. I think the comments on this article
would agree with the problem here but how many would
actually solve this problem.”
“This article is the reason we started Made In Workshop
in 2017.”
“Made In Workshop is one of the largest DIY workshops
and makerspaces in South Africa. We provide the highest
calibre of tools, machines and workshop space for our
customers to use along with the instruction needed to use

them safely and effectively. Whether you are completing
a home project or starting a new high-tech business, our
friendly staff and large community of makers is always
here to support and help you. Made In Workshop provides
the perfect platform for prototyping, manufacturing and
developing products in South Africa.”
“Since we opened the doors in 2017, we have always
challenged conventions and the ways that things around us
are made. We’re fervent supporters of the Maker Movement
and are connected to other makerspaces around the world for
support, inspiration and the sharing of ideas. We are not only
home to a wide array of tools, machinery and workspaces
but we have a vibrant and growing community of makers,
engineers, designers and inventors.”
“For the first time in human history, we live in a time
where for a very affordable price someone could think of an
idea, design that idea, iterate that idea, manufacture that
idea, and sell that idea in a matter of weeks or months and
not in years. And not for millions of rands but for the price
that an average small business could afford.”
“Every day my staff and I meet individuals or SME’s who
are looking to either start a new business or complement
their existing workshop with a machine that they do not have
access to.”
For further details contact Made In Workshop on
Tel: 087 701 4156 or visit www.madeinworkshop.co.za or
https://metalworkingnews.info/collaborating-foreffectiveness-shared-workshop-and-fabrication-studiomade-in-workshop/

Air Products South Africa
acquires Weldamax

T

he Competition Tribunal has conditionally approved the
large merger wherein Air Products South Africa (Pty) Ltd
(Air Products) intends to acquire Weldamax (Pty) Ltd
(Weldamax). On implementation of the proposed merger, Air
Products will have sole control over Weldamax.
The Tribunal has approved the proposed transaction with
conditions relating to the establishment of a fund to enable
small businesses and historically disadvantaged persons
(HDPs) to enter into, participate in and expand within the
market, as well as increasing the HDP or broad-based black
economic empowerment (B-BBEE) ownership interest in the
merged entity.
Air Products primarily manufactures, supplies and
distributes industrial and speciality gases which are used
by customers across various industries in South Africa. Air
Products also supplies ancillary speciality gas regulating,
controlling and handling equipment.
Weldamax distributes a range of manual metal Arc
welding, stick manual Arc welding and other welding
equipment, consumables and accessories. Weldamax
trades, in part, under the name Unique Welding which
is an independent distributor of industrial gas, welding
consumables and welding equipment. Unique Welding sells
these products through both retail and wholesale channels.
Weldamax also distributes a range of Air Products’ packaged
industrial and speciality welding gases.
Unique Welding Alloys is a division of Weldamax, a Sanlam
Private Equity Company.

Air Products South Africa was registered as a private
Southern African controlled company on 12 March 1969
on the basis of a 50/50 joint venture between Iscor Ltd
and Air Products and Chemicals Inc. Iscor Ltd subsequently
transferred their shareholding into the Metkor Group Holdings,
a quoted company on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange.
Today, the Metkor Group is controlled by Remgro Ltd.
Air Products South Africa manufactures, supplies and
distributes a wide variety of industrial and specialty gas
products to the Southern African region.
Metals industry
Air Products offer a full line of gases, including argon,
helium, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and gas blends through
multiple supply mode options for the metals industry. Air
Products pioneered the on-site gas supply concept to the steel
industry. Today, their comprehensive range of industrial gases
and cost-efficient technologies can help you save money
throughout your operations, from the melt shop to the rolling
mill.
They also provide a full range of high-performance and
industry standard gases for high-quality welding and cutting
applications. The shielding gases range includes all industry
standard welding mixtures.
The gases are available in a wide range of cylinder,
cylinder pack and cryogenic liquid vessel sizes.
For further details contact Air Products South Africa on
TEL: 011 570 5000 or visit www.airproducts.co.za
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It is not only the government that

discourages foreign investment in
South Africa with its red tape.
Competition Commission recommends
imposing conditions to sale of
Consol Holdings
If I was an investor………..

H

eadquartered in Johannesburg, and founded in 1946,
Consol Holdings operates four glass production
facilities. It serves international, regional and domestic
customers, principally in the beer, wine, spirits, food and
non-alcoholic beverage sectors. In the year to June 30, 2021,
Consol reported consolidated revenues of ZAR9.0 billion
($566 million). South Africa represented approximately 90% of
revenues, with the balance represented by smaller production
facilities in Kenya, Nigeria and Ethiopia.
The manufacturer has been a shinning-light in the South
African manufacturing industry and it is no surprise that it
became a target for a takeover.
In 2020 Consol suspended the construction of a R1.5
billion production plant in South Africa over concerns about the
government’s fondness for booze bans. Ostensibly to ease the
burden on hospital emergency wards, the state made alcohol
trading illegal four times between March 2020 and August
2021, without ever giving a fixed timeframe for the prohibition.
At one stage during the first and longest ban, Consol warned it
may be forced to shut glass furnaces, which cost R8 million a
day to operate and can’t easily be switched on and off.
Despite the company’s woes, Germany’s Ardagh Group SA
agreed to buy the firm for just over R10 billion in November
2021.
Competition Commission approves R10 billion Consol
Glass acqusition
In the latest decisions published The Competition
Commission has recommended that the Competition Tribunal
approve the proposed acquisition of Consol Glass by private
group, Ardagh, with certain conditions.
These conditions might not be red tape but they are
probative and onerous and certainly would not be an
encouragement for future foreign investors if they get sight of
them.
We have read numerous articles about red tape delaying
investment worth billions in ready-to-go mining-related and
other projects, at a time when the South African economy is
in desperate need of such projects proceeding, to create jobs
and to stimulate economic growth. With an unemployment
figure at an all-time high the government still continues to
throw up red tape blockades. This is despite
President Cyril Ramaphosa, in February 2022, appointing a
team to cut bureaucratic red tape in government departments.
Ardagh is a private company registered in Luxembourg.
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Ardagh manufactures glass packaging (such as beverage
bottles and glass jars) and metal packaging products. Ardagh
through its subsidiaries is also involved in the supply of glass
manufacturing equipment and the sale of glass moulds.
Ardagh does not have any glass manufacturing facility in South
Africa and only exports its glass products to its customers in
South Africa.
The Commission found that the proposed transaction
raises significant public interest concerns. In addition, the
Commission was concerned about the effect of the merger on
the market for food jars and the wide mouth jars.
To remedy this concern, the merging parties agreed to a
condition that the merged entity will continue to supply food
jars or wide mouth jars.
Now for the discouragement and onerous conditions
With respect to the public interest concerns, the
Commission and the merging parties agreed on the following
conditions:
a) The Merging Parties will establish a new Employee
Share Ownership Programme which will hold 7% of the
shareholding in Consol
b) Ardagh will incur all reasonable capital expenditure,
including raising necessary debt funding required to
finalise the construction of the glass manufacturing facility
planned by Consol
c) Ardagh will invest in the construction of a new glass
manufacturing facility
d) Ardagh shall procure recycled glass or cullet for use in its
operations in the ordinary course, and will favour HDPs
(historically disadvantaged people) in such procurement
e) Within a specified timeframe, Ardagh shall expand Consol’s
existing Cullet Owner Driver Scheme
f) Ardagh undertakes to support SMME customers through a
reduction of minimum order quantities
g) Consol shall increase its pre-merger procurement of cullet
from small/HDP vendors
h) Ardagh undertakes to use reasonable endeavours to
introduce a new production line of glass related products
Now for the statement that really pushes home the
socialistic views of the current government: The Commission
is of the view that the proposed remedies or conditions
adequately address the public interest concerns resulting from
the proposed merger.


If I was an investor………..
If I was an investor I would look at these conditions
and say some government department is telling me that
I must give away 7% of my company, I am being told who
to procure from and who to sell to, I must incur debt to
expand, a decision that I might not want to do, I am being
told who and how to distribute my product through and then
also start another production line, which might not suit my
plans. In short the Competition Commission should offer to
run my business and I will just fund it and its cronies.
Although red
tape is only one of
many dimensions
of an unfavourable
local business
and investment
climate, it can
produce immense
costs both for
the local private
and public sector
and therefore
create serious
disadvantages.
Red tape
stands for
regulations
and rules,
administrative
processes and
procedures that
are not or no
longer effective
in achieving their
policy goal, and
which therefore
produce suboptimal and
undesired social
outcomes. Many
times, it is
specifically the
small and medium
enterprises which
have to pay the
highest share
of these costs,
as regulatory
compliance with
administrative
rules, regulations
and procedures
involve important
economies of
scale.
The reduction
of local red tape
contributes to the
improvement of
the local business
and investment
climate by
reducing the
monetary and
time costs of
doing business
in the country.

Resources are released and incentives are created for
new investments. As a result, the reduction of red tape
helps increase the local efficiency, productivity and
competitiveness, leading to the creation of new economic
opportunities for the local community.
Will the government recognise these facts? Even Eskom
is crying out to remove red tape rules for procurement. But
then with an institution that has been so corrupt this might
not be wise at this stage, even though current management
is trying their best.
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Duferco calls for the DTIC

to follow the data and rethink its
approach to the South African
steel industry

D

uferco Steel Processing
market reduced by 31 400
(Duferco) is calling for
tons, with a corresponding
the Department of Trade,
increase in imports of 39 300
Industry and Competition (DTIC)
tons. Similarly, our coated
to adopt a more far-sighted and
domestic sales reduced by 83
even-handed approach that
200 tons with a corresponding
will benefit the South African
increase of imports of 163
steel industry as a whole.
500 tons.”
Ludovico Sanges, CEO of DSP,
“In other words, we lost
says that the DTIC’s approach
a large amount of local
to protecting the local flat steel
manufacturing capacity to
industry unfairly benefits only
the benefit not of the local
certain sectors of a complex
industry but our international
ecosystem.
competitors. Really, all this
“One could call this
tariff has done is take a
approach myopic because
big competitor out of the
it clearly is not working
local market, putting the
and is actually strangling
downstream industry at the
the important re-rerolling
mercy of the remaining single
industry on which thousands
producer. It has not resulted
of small-scale manufacturers
in increased production of hot
depend. The data shows that
rolled coil locally, it’s simply
far from stimulating local
made it more profitable for
steel production, the uneven
AMSA.”
application of tariffs is simply
DSP’s locally produced
removing competition and
steel products, using
transferring manufacturing
imported hot-rolled coil,
overseas,” he argues. “DSP
compete successfully on the
is behind the concept of
international market. The tariff
a Steel Master Plan, but it
thus effectively eliminates
must support the entire steel
a high-quality, globally
industry, not just parts of it,
competitive producer of coated
creating fair competition that
and uncoated steel to the local
will serve the whole industry,
market.
Inside Duferco Steel Processing’s plant
including the substantial
Similarly, the producers of
downstream sector.”
long steel have recently received additional protection via an
In 2016, the DTIC implemented a 10% tariff on imported
export duty on exports of scrap metal. Long products already
hot-rolled coil with the stated aim of protecting the only local
enjoy the benefit of government regulated scrap prices (PPS)
producer of the product, AMSA. DSP beneficiates hot-rolled
and after investigation into the effectiveness of the PPS by the
coil to create galvanised steel and cold rolled steel, which
DTIC, it was decided that additional support was required to
is extensively used in the manufacturing and construction
keep them profitable and competitive.
industries.
“The DTIC has shown that it is willing to support the
In fact, says Mr Sanges, the opposite has happened. The
producers of long steel products, so why does it continue to
10% tariff has made it impossible for DSP to compete in the
withhold support for the re-rolling industry? It just does not
local market, and it exited the local market at the end of 2020
make sense, and the data clearly shows that it is having a
at the cost of 40-odd jobs. It manufactures now solely for the
massive adverse effect on the country’s industrial capacity,
international market - imports for the latter are exempt from
just at a time when we are supposed to be gearing up for a
the protective tariff.
major infrastructure push,” he says.
“DSP aside, we have to ask whether the 10% tariff on
“We made an application for a rebate on the protective
hot-rolled coil is working for South Africa Inc, and with three
tariff on hot-rolled coil in 2020 and still have had no reply.
years of data we have a factual base to answer the question
Without support from the DTIC, re-rollers will continue to
with an emphatic ‘no’,” Mr Sanges says. “During 2020-21,
battle fierce headwinds, weakening the Steel Master Plan
our manufacture of uncoated cold-rolled coil for the domestic
immeasurably.”
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Tshwane Automotive SEZ:
Construction of Phase 2 to start this year
The special economic zone has already attracted billions in investments by suppliers to Ford SA.

More than R4 billion has already been invested by Ford suppliers and related services companies in Phase 1 of the facility adjacent to
Ford’s Silverton plant. Picture TASEZ website

C

onstruction is anticipated to commence later this
year on Phase 2 of the Tshwane Automotive Special
Economic Zone (TASEZ), where automotive component
suppliers to Ford South Africa have already invested billions
in new facilities and equipment, writes Roy Cokayne on the
Moneyweb website.
More than R4.3 billion has already being invested by
12 suppliers and related services companies in the first
phase of the TASEZ adjacent to Ford’s Silverton plant. The
aim of locating these component suppliers close to the Ford
assembly plant is to increase the efficiency of Ford’s local
operations as it significantly increases its production capacity
for both the domestic and export markets from 168 000 to
200 000 units a year.
This investment is linked to Ford’s announcement in
February 2021 that it would be investing a further $1.05
billion in its South African operations for the production of the
next generation Ford Ranger and Everest.
SA investment conference pledges
It was announced at the recent SA Investment Conference
that Ford had committed to investing R16.4 billion towards
the manufacture of the next generation Ranger in Gauteng
and in its engine plant in the Eastern Cape, and a number
of automotive and related companies are establishing
themselves in the TASEZ by investing a total of R1.8 billion to
support Ford’s investment in Gauteng.
While the investment announced at the conference is the
original investment announced by Ford, it is unclear whether
the R1.8 billion in commitments by component suppliers
are new pledges, or which companies will be making these
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investments.
A Gauteng Provincial Government Oversight Report
published in June 2021 on progress made with the
construction of the TASEZ said the investors in Phase 1 and
Phase 1A included Sodecia for metal pressing, Ford Frame,
Thai Summit for pressed part assembly, Hesto Harnesses,
Aeroklas Duys for rubber and plastic components, Automould
for plastic injection moulding and Feltex Trim, Faurecia, DSV,
Valoworx and Supavut for a variety of parts.
JSE-listed automotive components and energy storage
solutions manufacturer Metair is investing R1 billion in
the Ford Ranger project. This comprises investments by
its subsidiaries, including Hesto Harnesses, Automold
and Lumotech, which manufactures headlights, tail lights,
reflectors and plastic injection mouldings.
Ford said in September 2020 that apart from the 12
component suppliers that had committed to investing in the
first phase of the TASEZ, a further 10 Ford suppliers and
related services companies were showing keen interest in
establishing operations in the TASEZ.
Expectations
Ford SA general manager consumer and dealer
experience Tracey Delate said that Ford is expecting about
20 suppliers to be part of the TASEZ when all three phases of
the project have been completed.
Moneyweb asked Ford a number of questions related
to Phase 2, including details of the automotive component
manufacturers who will be making investments in this phase,
the size of their investments and the number of new jobs
their investment will create.


Duduzile Nxele, Ford SA corporate communications
manager, said it is unable to confirm this at the moment,
adding that an announcement will be made at a later stage
about Phase 2 and 3.
Ford SA marketing director Conrad Groenewald said the
next generation Ford Ranger project will increase Ford’s
contribution to the GDP of South Africa to close to 2%.
“How many brands of standalone companies can say they
contribute that to the GDP of South Africa?”
“Ford SA exported about 500 000 Ranger units in
2021, which is a phenomenal feat. In terms of the broader
visions, we are confident that greater things lie ahead for the
continent and our operations here.”
African growth opportunity
“The AfCFTA (African Continental Free Trade Area) is
the world’s largest trade agreement of its kind with 54
signatories and ratification by at least 40 African Union
member states. The agreement aims to boost the continent’s
socioeconomic growth by accelerating the industrialisation of
Africa, integrating regional markets and stimulating growth.
That holds great promise not only for the continent but the
automotive sector in general by doubling trade within Africa,”

said Groenewald.
“However, it still constitutes only 2% of international
trade. So it’s very clear that Africa’s potential for growth is
vast.”
Timeline
Msokoli Ntombana, business development executive
manager at the TASEZ, said the R250 million budget for the
installation of bulk services for the second phase has been
confirmed effective from April 1.
Ntombana said the terms of reference to appoint a
professional team to do the detailed design for Phase 2
has also been concluded and it is anticipated the detailed
design will be completed by June 2022. The TASEZ will then
commence with the tender process for the construction work,
with this process expected to be concluded by mid-July or
August this year, he said.
“We see site establishment for the construction that
needs to be done possibly happening in August or September
this year,” he added.
“Looking from where we are, the earliest that there can
be practical completion [of Phase 2] is around May or June
2023 for the bulk infrastructure and top structure.”

Engineering company owners
exasperated with government’s
non willingness to see the light

“Slowly we keep the wheels of industry running between
the few professionals and companies that are left in the
fabrication and engineering space. Real companies with real
passion for this industry. Companies with long-term views. It’s
called building a civilisation. Please note that if you come to
the few of us that are left, you will get a product that will run
its lifecycle or more. We don’t take chances and we work to
a proven code,” said Francois Coertzen, owner of Coertzen
Engineering Consultants, recently in a LinkedIn post.
“Unfortunately if you are in corporate life, you have to
be a conformist. I don’t because I am a private company
and make decisions for myself. I take my hat off to Mr Neal
Froneman from Sibanye-Stillwater who had some harsh words
to say in an interview on the state of the mining industry and
the country. Sibanye-Stillwater is the world's largest primary
producer of platinum, second largest primary producer of
palladium and third largest producer of gold.”
“However, I see Transnet as our biggest national risk, over
and above Eskom now. There is no reform and no plan. Our
harbours (Portnet) are barely functional. The rail network is
collapsing fast. How do we import and export?”
“The state department is now spending more time
bringing out a new BEE policy than addressing the real issues
that could halt this economy over night. It would be a saving
grace if government puts together an advisory committee of
proven industrialists and people out of other sectors and start
listening to them.”
“I come back to our schooling system. We as business can
do nothing with the matriculants produced. We need serious
reform. Politics has no place in education on secondary
and tertiary level. Educators and education visionaries are

needed... urgently.”
“Just an opinion.”
All the spend is going to China and India
Equally frustrated is Tony Cimato, Chairman and CEO at
The Efficient Engineering Group Of Companies. “I sometimes
wonder if this government has any idea of how to repair our
broken country? The one place to start, would be to create
jobs, get the youth off the streets and prepare them for their
lives ahead! This can only happen if government assists local
companies by making it imperative for local spend.”
“Our dwindling skills are quickly finding jobs overseas and
no one is transferring skills. The billions that were pledged to
government for infrastructure projects has seen little or no
fruition. The projects that were to materialise haven’t found
their way to production and the few that have, all the spend is
going to China and India!”
“A fine example is the strip mill that is going to be built.
This mill is funded by the IDC and DTI and all the equipment
is coming from the East! How much has gone to local
companies….nothing!”
“All the power generation projects that were so hurried
have come to an almost stand still. The modus operandi of
the tech companies that supply the technology is simple,
they make the T&Cs almost impossible to attain and then
spin government a story that there is no one in the country
that can supply! I have this knowledge first-hand as it has
happened to our company.”
“In closing I want to speak to the powers that be. If
something is not done very quickly to remedy this situation,
our skills would have left and tax base will shrink!”
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SHOPFRONT

FOCUS

Cut, bend, weld with the help
of automation at Wire
Products Poultry

I

t is said that one of the very first shopping carts (trolleys
in South Africa), invented in 1937, was simply a metal
frame that held two wire shopping baskets. Eventually the
design evolved to one basket, and the nesting capability was
added for easy storage. The first shopping cart baby seats
were added in the 1950s. For the next several decades, the
shopping cart design remained the same except when it came
to size. The average shopping cart has almost tripled in size
since 1975, from a stack of two hand baskets to the larger

trolleys that we see today.
There are many reasons and theories why they have
increased in size according to retail company consultants
who study the habits of shoppers and most of them will say
bigger carts lead to more spending, but personally I think it
is a matter of convenience. This could change in the future
because supermarket executives are wanting more data on us
individuals so they can ‘monitor’ our behaviour and biometrics
when shopping. Internationally patents are being filed titled 

The Fanuc cell now automatically welds the shopping trolleys
together and the company have seen a 100% increase in production

Albert de Villiers, MD of Wire Products Poultry with his daughter
Renata and son Johan, both of whom work in the company

Robotic Innovations was approached in August 2020 and by the end
of 2021 they had already begun installing and commissioning a
solution to assemble the basket of the trolleys, which was always
done manually previously. The system consists of one MIG welding
Fanuc 100iD 8L welding robot (tacking) and one Fanuc R2000iC
165F spot welding robot with a servo spot welding gun

All staff previously involved with manually welding the trolleys have
now been redeployed in the company. Wire Products Poultry is
currently only using 20% of the capacity that the cell is designed for
but have ideas to use the excess capacity
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A trolley that is nearly finished being welded in the cell

‘System And Method For Biometric Feedback Cart Handle’
whereby the trolley’s handle would use sensors to track
various criteria, including a ‘baseline’ temperature and pulse
of the shopper, the movement of the shopping trolley, and
the force applied to the shopping trolley handle and shopping
trolley speed. The data would be transmitted to a server and
used to alert staff, they say, when shoppers might need help
or medical assistance. However, it is more than likely to do
with enhancing their knowledge on the behaviour aspects of
each individual and then reacting and marketing products,
accordingly.
Obviously, the idea is novel from the standpoint of
protecting elderly customers, but it comes with inevitable
privacy drawbacks, given the recent data breaches by some
well-known social media companies.
Nevertheless, the trolley is generally the first thing you
touch when you walk into a grocery or food supermarket
or store, and the last thing you touch before you leave the
parking lot. The shopping trolley has become a quintessential
part of your shopping experience, but have you ever thought
about where the trolleys come from? As we all know these
days shopping trolleys have many other uses other than the
very purpose they are manufactured for.
Shopping trolley, cable tray, racking and shelving, welded
wire mesh and poultry cage and trolley manufacturer Wire

Other mesh solutions cover products such as panels and are made
according to client specifications with material thicknesses from
2.5mm up to 8mm

Welded mesh manufactured by Wire Products Poultry on
its way to a client

Products Poultry (WPP) has thrived for 35 years in the wire
mesh and product related industry. The company has grown
as a domestic supplier, in the face of stiff international
competition.
Along the way WPP has made substantial technology
improvements in its manufacturing processes. In the past,
improvements were small steps. Advancing was a matter
of training workers on a new process or a new machine,
but usually it was a refinement or an upgrade to a previous
process. These days, as foreign competitors that rely on
manual methods and inexpensive labour vie for market
share, WPP is advancing by taking big strides in investing in
automation. The company has always been progressive and
invested in robotic automation to improve quality and enhance
production.
This year marks the 10th year since the first robotic
welder was purchased by WPP. 2022 also yields another
milestone in the company’s history for its use of robots during
the manufacturing process. The company has invested in
its first robotic cell system that will increase the output and
quality of the trolleys that the company manufactures. The
system consists of one MIG welding Fanuc 100iD 8L welding
robot (tacking) and one Fanuc R2000iC 165F spot welding
robot with a servo spot welding gun. This is over and above
the fourth Yaskawa spot welding robot that was installed in 

The company has had great success with their racking and shelving
products, all again with a mesh base
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Welding of mesh panels

Wire coming off coil and being cut-to-size

Wire being extruded

March 2022.
Albert de Villiers, Managing Director and founder of
WPP in 1987, explains his philosophy of technology and
automation: “I have visited many international suppliers and
trade exhibitions all over the world. I made it my business to
do so because the opportunities are endless to make contact
with fellow industrialists sharing ideas and problem solving
in fabricating, machining or manufacturing. Seeing the latest
developments in our industry and to see in which direction
our industry is moving in, what goals are set by world leaders
in their specialised fields, is invaluable for me to learn and to
run and improve my business.”
“This is where I have sourced many of the manufacturing
processes and equipment that we use daily. That was until
the pandemic held the world hostage and over various stages
put a stop to all travelling. Thank goodness it did not put a
stop to innovation and during this period, in conjunction with
Robotic Innovations, we were able to come up with a solution
for what I regarded as a bottleneck and headache on the
production floor.”
“The assembling of the basket of the trolleys has always
been done manually. We had to rely on labour and of course
you can encounter many variables when man is involved. We
needed to improve our welding quality, increase our capacity
and production throughput. This has always been the dictum
of our investments and a motivating factor of my international
travel.”
“However, in this case we had unforeseen restrictions put
in our way. This was after many meetings and suggestions
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to solve our problem, none of them being satisfactory. We
then approached Robotic Innovations in August 2020 and
by the end of 2021 they had already begun installing and
commissioning a solution for us.”
“The Fanuc cell now automatically welds our shopping
trolleys together and we have seen a 100% increase in
production, we have redeployed all staff previously involved
and we are only using 20% of the capacity that the cell
is designed for. What it has done is put pressure on the
downstream operations.”
“Many concepts were designed and simulated until the
right solution ticked all the boxes. Holding something like
wire in position with a robot gripper proved much more
difficult than anticipated. Having committed to designing
and manufacturing the jigging systems as well, the Robotic
Innovations team was relentless in finding a design that
would work. If it were not for the great Fanuc simulation
package’s we use every day, this project would not have been
realised.”
“However, automation does have some limitations. While
an assembler can compensate for a tube that isn’t quite
straight and a welder can deal with a gap that is a little
wider than expected, machines aren’t very good at that sort
of thing. Modern machines and automated manufacturing
lines can provide big productivity gains compared to decadesold, manually intensive manufacturing processes, with two
caveats: The incoming material must have sufficiently tight
dimensional tolerances, and the automated processes
likewise must be consistent and repeatable because they 

The Varo wire processing machine performs automatic cutting
operations

often feed other automated processes.”
Cut, punch, bend, weld
“Shopping trolley construction hasn’t changed
substantially over the decades. The basket is made in three
basic steps. Workers cut a series of wires to length and lay
them out in the required spacing, use resistance welding to
join them, then fold the assembly to form the basket. Other
workers cut, bend, and punch the tube to form the frame.
The last two steps are assembling the basket to the frame
and affixing the wheels. From there, the shopping trolley
goes through a manual inspection process to ensure that all
four wheels contact the ground, which prevents the dreaded
phenomenon in which one wheel twirls erratically and
uselessly, and then the cart is sent off for a final inspection.”
“Galvanising, if not done previously, coating and other
finishing operations are then done before shipping to our
client. We do not deal with the supermarket or controlling
entity - that is done by our client.”
“The shopping experience has changed a lot. Years
ago, many people went grocery shopping twice a month so
you needed bigger trolleys. These days, many go several
times a week, and some people shop for groceries every
day. Shopping more frequently means smaller purchases.
For many shoppers, the traditional shopping cart is too big
and the handheld basket gets a little too heavy, so smaller
shopping trolleys are increasingly common. We have had to
adapt and we now offer X different variations of shopping

Material handling of processed wire on the Varo machine
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The Varo wire processing machine also performs automatic welding
operations

trolleys.”
“The space size accommodates 140 litres, 180 litres, 210
litres or 235 litres of shopping or goods and they can be two
or three tier.”
“Another trend in shopping trolley design is a shorter
wheelbase. As the population ages, more people rely on
walkers. A trolley with a shorter wheelbase handles more like
a walker and is a little easier to manoeuvre than a standardlength trolley. Rather than one big basket, this type has two
baskets, one low and one high. Another design, one intended
to ease the burden of lifting groceries from a deep basket or
low basket, has a single, shallow basket.”
Not just about shopping trolleys
Although shopping trolleys are an important aspect about
WPP and their trolleys can be found all over South Africa
in supermarkets, grocery stores and building suppliers,
the company is not just about shopping trolleys. When the
company was established it operated from a factory in
Delville, Germiston manufacturing various poultry products,
general deep freeze baskets and fridge/freezer baskets. All
manufacturing and assembly operations were done manually
back then.
Growth saw the company move to a bigger factory in
Wadeville in 1989 where it spent just over 10 years before
moving to its current site in Electron, on the outskirts of
Johannesburg, in 2000. During this time the company
developed other products such as 4, 7 and 8 tier trolleys for 

A Yaskawa spot welding robot that was installed in March 2022

displaying poultry products such as eggs and transporting
hens. These types of trolleys are also used in bakeries and
in supermarkets that have their own bakery.
“In essence manipulating, welding and finishing hard
drawn wire, galvanised wire and stainless steel wire is
what our business is about. Anything from 2.3mm to
12mm wire we are capable of processing and assembling
into product. We were manufacturing wire mesh cable trays
and accessories long before we started manufacturing
shopping trolleys and the related baskets/cages in 1999.”
Racking and shelving products
“We have also had great success with our racking and
shelving products, all again with a mesh base. In 1999 we
were approached by a company that had a problem which
they needed solved. The product had to support almost two
tons of weight, allow more light through than conventional
pallets and wooden decking and had to make provision for
the flow of water in case of fire.”
“Various samples and designs were presented by
competitors, but none could sufficiently support the weight
required. WPP presented a sample that immediately met
with the approval of the client. As a result our Mesh Deck
range was born.”
“Projects that we have supplied internationally with
this product include the Israel Bank Archive Project and in
countries such as Madagascar, Nigeria, Malawi, Zambia
and Namibia.”
“Well-known retail companies that we have supplied
with our product for their distribution centres include Pick
n Pay, Shoprite, McCain, Woolworths, Schneider Electrical,
L’Oreal, Spar, Kraft and Farmwise.”
“We have even had good traction in the motor industry.
Some of the OEMs that we have supplied with our products
are BMW, Ford Southern Africa, Toyota, Caterpillar,
Mercedes Benz, Peugeot, Volkswagen South Africa and
when they were still here General Motors.”
“The product is SABS tested and the load capacity
is from 100kg to 2 000kg. For a load capacity less than
100kgs there are other products.”
Other products
“Our other mesh solutions cover products such as
panels and are made according to client specifications
with material thicknesses from 2.5mm up to 8mm.”
“Another popular product is our rolltainers which can
be used in a multitude of situations from supermarkets to
warehousing and transporting. Single door and two door
nesting rolltainers can be foldable to save warehouse
space and on return transportation costs.”
“We have also recently developed a new product for
a client that is in its infancy stage. The nestable and
stackable wire pallets have great potential because of
the load capacity and the reusable aspect. Unlike wooden
pallets the lifespan of these pallets are many years and of
course the damage aspect is reduced drastically.”
The company’s continuous investments in machines
and software have yielded extraordinary productivity
improvements. This has kept it in business as the industry
has consolidated. It has also kept out foreign competition,
which is quite an achievement, considering that many of
the processes used to build grocery trolleys require manual
labour, an area in which many foreign competitors have a
cost advantage.
For further details contact Wire Products Poultry on
TEL: 011 623 2650 or visit www.wire-products.co.za

Enhance your products with
refrigeration from V3 ColdCab

W

hen
to extract fines
opening a
for administrative
supermarket,
record-keeping errors
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acquire plenty of
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fridges to store and
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There are so many
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The V3 ColdCab Group manufactures refrigeration equipment
and services to
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offer when it comes
success. The world
to delighting clients. Hence, understanding the needs of
of retail and shopper marketing is one of constant flux.
clients becomes imperative, while the role of visual impact
Questions like ‘What is the role of brick-and-mortar stores in
in buying decisions can also not be ignored. The exceptional
the future?’ or ‘How can we make the shopping experience
merchandise has no alternative in a supermarket business.
more seamless and enjoyable for shoppers, consumers and
Store architecture, colours, materials, lighting and visual
retailers alike?’ are constantly testing those in the industry.
merchandising as well as the implementation of a clear
These are the types of questions that they ask themselves
message about the product range and a direct appeal to
daily. There has been more change in the world of retail in
clients, all have implications.
the past three years than in the fifteen years before that! We
Keeping food and beverages cold and fresh is the
at the V3 ColdCab Group are constantly adapting, thinking,
cornerstone of the retail food and beverage industry, with
reacting and delivering solutions to meet the needs of such
billions spent annually on new equipment, repairs and
a dynamic time,” said Johnny De Nobrega of the V3 ColdCab
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Group.
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The latter is
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especially concerning
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as refrigeration
The V3 ColdCab
requirements change,
story began in March of
The V3 ColdCab Group is a family run company with mum, dad, daughter and
and regulators able
2004 when De Nobrega 
son all involved. Family members Antonio, Johnny, Jessie and Judy de Nobrega
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Heat-exchangers waiting to be installed

and his wife Judy De Nobrega acquired a mature shopfitting
and refrigerated cabinet manufacturing business, which
was established in 1969, taking on a vast amount of well
experienced staff and satisfied clientele.
“Judging by what I know it seems that supermarkets have
been present in cities since the early 1900s. The concept of
a self-service grocery store was developed by entrepreneur
Clarence Saunders and his Piggly Wiggly stores, the first
of which opened in 1916. The first stores emerged in the
US around 1930. In Brazil, they arrived about two decades
later, first in large cities and then gradually spreading
throughout the country. Supermarkets have existed in Europe
since the 1950s. The next step was the implementation of
hypermarkets, beginning from the 1980s.”
“There was once a time, when grocery shopping, that
clients asked shopkeepers for each item to be fetched from
the shelves. Many products were measured and weighed
for the customer’s wishes, as goods were not individually
wrapped or packaged. This made shopping a slower process,
and, as more staff were involved, more expensive.”
“Supermarkets gave us more freedom, allowing us
clients to choose our products. Sadly they were the demise
of many specialist stores such as the butcher, fishmonger
and baker. Supermarkets offered all of these under one roof
and generally their prices would be better than the specialist
because of their buying power.”
“Many food retailers are currently investing more heavily in
ready-prepared food offerings when designing and remodelling
their shops, including offerings of hot snacks, refrigerated

Welding of panels and components is common
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The new JFY TPR8060 press brake, which has been supplied by
Puma Machine Tools

shelving for a range of convenience foods, a restaurant
area, and hot and cold counters. These complement the
shopping environment perfectly and offer retailers a lucrative
opportunity to increase the frequency and duration of store
visits, thus improving clients’ shopping experiences and
boosting sales. The local supermarket has become a meeting
place for friends and colleagues who also want to enjoy a
culinary experience.”
“As the retail trade and ready-prepared food sector are
becoming increasingly integrated, so too are the individual
departments in supermarkets.”
“We as a display equipment manufacturer have to
take into account all of these elements that deliver the
merchandise in an aesthetic and easy to view and grab
manner that enhances the customer’s shopping experience. At
the same time you have to consider the resets of merchandise
that is usually done by staff when you are not in the store.
Labour efficiencies are critical to the cost savings of a store
and there is nothing more displeasing to the eye than empty
shelving.”
“Our move into refrigeration equipment manufacturing
was a natural progression from just doing shopfitting and
cabinet manufacturing, but at the same time not an easy one.
The barrier to entry level is high and demanding, whether
you are the manufacturer or the shop owner. We have been
manufacturing refrigeration equipment for almost 20 years
now. The potential to gain market share is there despite the
many challenges to overcome.”
“There is also the aspect that a retailer wants his display 

Various components waiting to be assembled

The company also does punching on a Euromac punch

The company has origins in the shopfitting industry and it’s
still part of the turnkey service it offers

equipment and areas to be aesthetic, superefficient and
shape, whether they are uprights or islands and then of
should not break down. Like the consumer he is not interested
course whether they are hot, cold, frozen or just refrigerated.”
in the mechanical workings. He just wants to see the feet
“It’s also not just about hot and cold snacks that work
through the store spending their money with the least amount
well when positioned next to one another. The trend for deepof disruption that could affect his bottom line.”
freeze cabinets combined with refrigeration or the positioning
“We began manufacturing commercial refrigeration
of frozen and chilled fruit and vegetables together are
equipment after wanting to increase our footprint in the
examples of what you must consider.”
retail sector and not just rely on shopfitting, another very
competitive industry. It was also becoming increasingly
Manufacturing
evident that clients were inclining to lean towards turnkey
“For presentation, the visual elements are critical. We
solutions. Do everything from the equipment installation to the
manufacture most of our units in stainless steel, both the
shopfitting and display.”
interior and exterior. If a client requires a coating we have a
“Point-of-purchase and point-of-sale display stands design
relationship with an outside supplier.”
and manufacture is a competitive environment. Design and
“Polished stainless steel finishes are decorative sheet
manufacturing services can set a company apart. But it is the
products incorporating bright, matt and patterned polish
display itself – the efficiency and functionality, the aesthetic
finishes on sheet and coil metals. Apart from the largely
look and the quality of the sheet metal components and
aesthetic appeal of polished finishes, some also provide
enclosures – that can really make a difference.”
functionality not found on standard steel sheets such as high“Before each project our team assesses the viability of
usage wear protection and increased hygienic properties due
the project that includes cost, design, functionality, planning,
to the smooth and minimally porous surfaces of the polished
and compliance. Our team makes the clients understand
finishes.”
how both time and money are saved by acknowledging a
“We have our own polyurethane injected insulation plant.
thorough feasibility study. In addition to assembling designs
It must be one of the most overworked, under paid pieces of
and specifications, we supervise a multi-disciplinary team so
equipment on the whole factory floor. It offers us maximum
that you have a single point of contact. We acknowledge the
ﬂexibility in the production of insulated panels and is now
importance of working closely with the clients which helps
much more adaptable to our needs. The use of a special
us shape their dreams into
vacuum technology means
reality.”
that insulated panels can be
“There are many different
efﬁciently produced in many
aspects of each of the
different sizes and thicknesses,
departments, whether it is the
as well as in a variety of foam
butchery, bakery, dairy, fresh
densities. Everything depends
produce, processed product,
on the panel design we require.”
packaged product, frozen,
“Our units are made to
drinks, deli or ready to eat/
control air flow circulation,
grab n’ go department that
have fully adjustable and
encompasses cake, cheese
removable shelves, have super
and sandwiches, that you have
mirror patch-end interiors, have
to take into account and I am
colour coding, have stainless
sure there has been more
steel bumper rails, large LCD
than one thesis written about
temperature display units,
these departments and habits
have anti-corrosive tub inners
of the customer when they are
that never rust or leak, highshopping.”
performance evaporator coils
“All of them need variants
and toughened or curved glass
“All of them need variants to different degrees of display units,
to different degrees of display
as a standard safety feature.”
whether it is positioning, height, width, shelving, closed or
units, whether it is positioning,
open, doors included and shape, whether they are uprights
height, width, shelving, closed
JFY TPR8060 press brake
or islands and then of course whether they are hot,
or open, doors included and
“We do all of the assembly 
cold, frozen or just refrigerated.”
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Semi-assembled product

An upright unit being fitted and assembled

inhouse and most of our bending and punching requirements
are done on our own equipment. New in this department is a
JFY TPR8060 press brake, which has been supplied by Puma
Machine Tools. The machine is not the largest press brake
but it allows us to process many of our smaller components,
which allows the operators to bend the larger components on
the bigger press brakes, thus not creating bottle necks while
at the same time improving efficiencies.”
“The JFY TPR8060 press brake is the first of a number of
equipment purchases that we are looking to conclude in the
near future, all with a common goal of improving quality and
lead times.”
“When we acquired the business it was located in
Turfontein, South Johannesburg and occupied about 700m².
During the next year we added 2 500m² before we decide to
move to Alrode and had 4 000m² under roof. Growth forced
us to find a bigger factory and in 2015 we moved into the
current location, which has 6 300m² of factory space.”
“We can process up to 40 tons a month of metal with
most of it between 0.55mm and 2mm. An upright unit could
weigh about 600kgs once finished and a jumbo unit 1.1 tons.
These are the completely assembled units and not just the
metal weights.”
“The product that the unit houses will determine the
temperature but to give you an example he fresh meat units
operate between 0 and 6 degrees Celsius whereas a freezer

unit will operate between -20 and -25 degrees Celsius.”
“One of our latest ranges we have introduced is our
own version of the gondola shelving system, one of the
best-designed display systems that accommodates both
retailer and customer needs. Lightweight, economical and
adjustable, gondola shelving is designed for easy assembly
and installation with minimal disruption to daily business
operations. This is not a refrigeration product but fits in with
our shopfitting side of the business.”
“At the moment our staff complement is 85 and we are
exporting to neighbouring countries. We deal mainly with the
independently owned companies. Some of them are not so
small these days. One of them, our client, has 34 stores of
which the V3 ColdCab Group has designed, manufactured
and installed every single one to date, over a 12 year
relationship.”
“Clients aren’t pursuing refrigeration architecture because
of the architecture itself but because of the benefits they
want to receive from it. Choosing a refrigeration system used
to be all about energy efficiency, but many clients today have
different things they’re trying to optimise. Energy efficiency
is still important, but many clients are also seeking to reach
environmental or sustainability goals. In fact, for some, that’s
their primary motivation.”
For further details contact V3 ColdCab on
TEL: 011 908 0610 or visit www.v3coldcab.co.za

“There are many different aspects of each of the departments,
whether it is the butchery, bakery, dairy, fresh produce, processed
product, packaged product, frozen, drinks, deli or ready to eat/grab
n’ go department that encompasses cake, cheese and sandwiches,
that you have to take into account and I am sure there has been
more than one thesis written about these departments and habits
of the customer when they are shopping.”

It’s not just about hot and cold snacks that work well
when positioned next to one another. The trend for
deep-freeze cabinets combined with refrigeration or the
positioning of frozen and chilled fruit and vegetables
together are examples of what you must consider
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Distributed artificial intelligence
in metalworking

F

rom homicidal supercomputer Hal in 2001: A Space
Odyssey to The Terminator’s Skynet, artificial intelligence
(AI) hasn’t always had the best representation in popular
culture. In industry, however, AI and machine learning
technologies have become widely adopted as a way to
optimise processes. Here, Nevzat Ertan, Global Manager for
Digital Machining Architecture at Sandvik Coromant examines
the future of AI and distributed artificial intelligence (DAI) in
metalworking.
What is distributed AI?
DAI, or distributed artificial intelligence, describes an
approach to deploying AI across multiple nodes in a facility,
all of which are independent of each other. A node describes
the place in which computation happens, loosely based on
the neuron in the human brain. Much like AI in the traditional
sense, distributed nodes and DAI use machine learning
algorithms and other technologies to make automated
decisions.
However, unlike typical AI, referred to as centralised AI,
the distributed nature of DAI can allow for nodes, sometimes
referred to as agents, to work collaboratively, coordinating the
knowledge and skills of multiple intelligent nodes towards a
single goal. Or, should they need to, working independently
towards individual objectives. The move to this model is often
referred to as the AI fusion.
Why the AI fusion is essential
AI is still widely regarded as a new technology in industry.
Yet, our current uses of AI are already becoming outdated.
Centralised AI which feeds data back to a central source, is the
most common type of AI deployed in industrial settings but is
largely limited.
The biggest barrier of centralised AI is the massive reliance
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on data centres and central architectures. To process data
effectively, centralised AI must collect data at node level and
pass it elsewhere to be processed and analysed. For industrial
settings with dozens of pieces of complex machinery, the scope
of data generated can be colossal.
Transforming to a distributed model flips this challenge
on its head, bringing algorithms to data, instead of vice
versa. Using a decentralised method instead, algorithms will
ultimately travel to the data, regardless of whether this data
is collected at the edge or on-platform. The advantages of this
include a significant need for high-bandwidth connectivity, as
the data does not need to travel from machine, to data centre
and back again.
DAI in practice
In industrial settings, DAI provides a method for
automatically collecting large volumes of intelligence on
each process, but its most crucial advantage is its ability to
take automated actions. Depending on the node in which
the DAI sits, these actions are either based on the individual
goals of the process. For instance, reducing waste or energy
consumption, or to assist towards the wider facility mission.
DAI works in collaboration with the much-hyped technology,
edge computing. Edge computing describes data capture,
processing and analysis that take place on a device, on the
edge of the process in real-time.
Much like DAI, edge computing works in a decentralised
manner, enabling optimisation at the machine level, rather
than requiring it to be sent back to a centralised store. While
edge computing processes the data, DAI takes actions on it.
Learning agents
As part of a DAI set up, numerous nodes will be operating
independently, often distributed in multiple places in a facility. 

In a metalworking environment,
these nodes could be distributed
at the cutting tool or in a turning
application, for example.
Because this data is
generated and collected at the
edge of a process, it can provide
intricate detail that centralised computing could not. Using our
cutting tool node as an example, edge computing and analysis
would allow for data capture at the process itself, as cutting
is happening. Data could include equipment temperature,
cutting accuracy, tool deflection and much more.
By assuming this processing at the edge of the process,
it provides faster insight than what would be available if
the data was sent to a centralised store. Plus, it can reduce
bandwidth costs, as only the most important data will be sent
to the cloud.
When working with metal, edge analytics data could
evidence that the next immediate cut will be inaccurate.
Paired with AI, the system can automatically execute a stop. In
software agent-speak, this type of node would be referred to
as a reactive agent, one that reacts to the data around it. Due
to the parallel processing of all nodes in a DAI set up, this
information can be shared with all other nodes in a facility.
Whether these nodes are reactive, deliberative or hybrid
agents will determine their ability to use this information.

would be hybrid.

Deliberative agents possess
the ability to collect data
from the outer world and
produce actions to achieve
its goals, and hybrid agents
possess both capabilities. In
an ideal world, most nodes

Why distributed?
For industrial settings, the argument for DAI is obvious.
The objective of DAI is to solve the reasoning, planning and
perception problems of traditional AI, particularly when dealing
with very large datasets.
Industrial environments often have a large number
of processes, all of which have an impact on the overall
productivity, quality and output of the facility. Using edge
computing to analyse these processes, and AI to optimise them
automatically, is a no brainer.
Despite its poor representation in pop culture, industrial
AI is far from the malicious robots often depicted on the
silver screen. In fact, DAI is quite the opposite. Providing the
opportunity to work as a harmonious team, albeit with much
faster processing power than its human predecessors.
For further details contact Sandvik Coromant on
TEL: 010 500 2295 or visit www.sandvik.coromant.com

Grinding Techniques offers
surface grinding expertise

S

urface grinding is an abrasive
grinding process that makes
use of various grinding media
to grind either metallic or non-metallic
workpieces to achieve a perfectly flat or
parallel surface with a specific surface
finish. Types of grinding media used for
this application, include grinding wheels,
cup stones, and segments.
With different types of surface
grinders available in the market, ranging
from horizontal-spindle to verticalspindle with reciprocating and/or
rotary table machines, to face grinding
machines, it is essential to note that the type of grinding
media should carefully be considered in order to provide the
best result for each application.
Straight grinding wheels are typically used with horizontalspindle reciprocating and or rotary table grinding machines
where cup or cylinder grinding wheels and segments are more
suited to vertical-spindle reciprocating and or rotary table
grinding machines. When it comes to using face grinding
machines, cylinder grinding wheels and segments are the
grinding media of choice.
Some of the machines are specifically designed for
grinding intricate small workpieces, and others are for heavy
machining of large workpieces such as forgings, castings or
long flat parts such as guillotine blades.
Most surface grinding machines make use of magnetic
chucks to ensure that the workpiece is kept in place while the
surface is ground to high precision. Every time a workpiece
is ground and removed from the magnetic chuck or table it
needs to be cleaned properly to ensure that no debris is left
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behind to obscure the new workpiece
lying flat on the surface grinder’s table.
Grinding Technique offers its Andor
combination oil stone as the tool for this
application to ensure a perfectly smooth
surface without any burrs, they say.
When choosing your grinding media,
certain factors need to be considered.
Apart from the type of surface grinder,
its power, speed and condition, the
workpiece’s properties also contribute to
making the right choice e.g. the material
and hardness of the workpiece, the
overall dimensions, the amount of stock
removal required, and the desired finish are all important
elements that play a fundamental role.
Another crucial factor, frequently overlooked is the
grinding fluid and its concentration as it is required to cool the
workpiece during the grinding application, making sure the
debris is washed away and the wheel is kept clean and open
whilst in operation. Coolant that is not used with the correct
percentage mixture or pH level can have severe consequences
on the performance of the grinding wheel, either causing the
wheel to clog up or not rendering the desired surface finish.
Once all the above factors have been considered, a grinding
media can be specified.
Grain types are specifically designed for applications
on various substrates ranging from mild steel, to abrasive
resistant and extremely hard to ground materials. The correct
combination of grain type, grain size, hardness, structure,
and bond type will ensure that the workpiece is ground to the
desired tolerance and finished in the shortest amount of time,
saving on operational costs. Grinding media is manufactured 

from various abrasive grains, including
white aluminium oxide, which is the most
pure and friable grain perfectly suited to
hard metals where a cool grind is required
with minimal burn.
Ceramic grain is known for high stock
removal rates on hardened materials and
will produce an even cooler grind than
aluminium oxide. Producing class leading
Andor surface grinding media, needs class leading bonding
systems. These bonding systems, whether vitrified or resin,
are extremely
important as it is
the glue that keeps
everything in place.
Even the best
grinding wheel
with the best
possible grain on
the market, needs
a high-quality
bonding system.
Our proven Andor
bonding systems
coupled with
ceramic grain
works optimally to
ensure the grain
is kept in place
long enough and
is released by the
bonding system
just in time before
it becomes too
blunt, thereby
producing the
next sharp grain
to continue with
the grinding
application. Not
only does this
ensure high stock
removal rates, but
it also ensures
increased longevity
throughout our
Andor range.
Our Andor
premium surface
grinding range is
suited to all these
applications and
more. We are able
to produce surface
grinding wheels
in sizes ranging
from 150mm up to
750mm in outside
diameter. All our
grinding wheels
are manufactured
to OSA, ISO 9001,
and EN quality
standards, which
ensure both
safe and quality
products.
Our Andor

grinding media is finished with the
latest finishing methods, specifically
designed to machine grinding wheels to
the desired dimensions and international
tolerances. As a specialised abrasive
manufacturer, we are able to assist with a
custom precision grinding solution to any
application.
For further information contact
Grinding Techniques on TEL: 011 271 6400 or email
info@grindtech.com or visit www.grindtech.com
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The philosophy of technology:
Substitutive or Additive?

W

ith the advancement
in 3D printing
technologies and the
considerable progress in 3D
printing materials, additive
manufacturing has become a
complete hi-tech method for
producing various parts.
The introduction of
3D printing in prototype
production has substantially
improved product
development. As a result, 3D
printing has become a viable
alternative to CNC machining,
a key pillar of manufacturing
today. Moreover, additive
technologies are already
being viewed as an obvious
replacement for CNC
machining. How valid is this
assertion? Can 3D printing
oust machining from the
smart factory of tomorrow?
Despite the glamour and prospect of 3D printing, it
cannot completely replace CNC machining as the dominant
technology for fabricating metal parts. However, there is no
doubt that additive manufacturing (AM) will have a significant
impact on an entire range of production methods. Broadly
speaking, both technologies, CNC machining and 3D printing
produce the shape of a part by forming material layer by
layer. Which of the two methods is more effective, and how
will the combination of both
solutions affect production?
To find the answers, let's
compare the main features
of CNC machining and 3D
printing being modern day
counterparts.
Workpiece materials:
Metals are the main
materials for CNC machining.
In 3D printing, despite
the significant increased
share of metals, nonmetallic materials are still
dominant. At the same time,
the progress in powder
metallurgy has enabled
printing parts from difficultto-cut materials, such as
nickel-based superalloys,
which completely opens
new prospects for additive
manufacturing.
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Physical properties:
Metals are isotropic. Their
properties are the same yet
in different ways. In contrast,
3D printed products feature
distinct anisotropy. For
example, the strength in a
horizontal direction is higher
than in a vertical direction.
Engineering science, which
has plenty of theoretical
tools and experience for
accurately calculating
structural behaviour, rigidity,
and reliability of parts made
from isotropic metals, faces
difficulties when dealing
with 3D printed products.
Thus, introducing AM in
the production of metal
key elements is advancing
slowly for understandable
reasons; CNC machining is
the dominant method for
producing critical heavy components.
Generated shapes: CNC machining has various
limitations that are mainly caused by the limited access
of a cutting tool to the machined surface (especially inner
parts). 3D printing, which is free from most constraints,
substantially expands the boundaries when producing
complex shapes.
Dimensions: Metal removal by CNC cutting facilitates
machining parts in a wide
dimensional range. 3D printing
capabilities are much more
modest. In principle, a largesize part may be produced by
AM methods, consequently
this part should be divided
into several smaller links
to be assembled after
the 3D printing process is
complete. However, this
process significantly increases
production time and raises a
question about the required
strength and rigidity of the
assembled product.
Accuracy, repeatability,
and surface finish: Today,
3D printers can provide
dimensional accuracy of
0.25 mm, which is far less
compared to the precision of
CNC machining that maintains 

tolerances of at least two-three times less. CNC machining
also ensures better parameters in contrast to AM methods
for repeatability and surface finish.
Economical aspects and sustainability: Despite the large
variety of CNC machines and 3D printers which may vary
in price according to the characteristics, the price of a 3D
printer is considerably lower compared to a typical CNC
machine.
The process of cutting material results in chips –
intended for recyclable refuse. Sustainable, low waste 3D
printing utilises material more effectively and therefore saves
energy.
For limited production runs, particularly prototypes,
AM has an obvious economical advantage. But in largescale volume manufacturing, CNC machining is much
faster and more cost-effective. We can continue to analyse
other features such as possible structural defects, thermal
integrity, the setup, the required workplace, flexibility,
etc., however, our analysis is enough to conclude that 3D
metal printing will not fully replace CNC machining in the
foreseeable future.
In metalworking, AM can
be an effective and a fast
method for fabricating precise
workpieces that are very close
to the desired final part shape,
especially when related to
complex shaped workpieces.
The fabrication of intricate
workpieces demand CNC
machining with minimal stock
removal to answer to advanced
machining methods where
accuracy and surface finish
are the essence. 3D printing
enables quick and accurate
prototyping results and reduces
valuable production time for
achieving the optimal solution.
3D printing methods
are not a substitute for CNC
machining, yet complement
the machining processes.
In addition, metal removal
and additive processes are
integrated in modern day
machines which combine
precise multi-axis cutting with 3D printing. Therefore, the
one word that best describes the relationship between 3D
printing and CNC machining is ‘together’ and not ‘instead of’.
The rise of 3D printing intended for manufacturing
workpieces will affect the world of cutting tools. Specifically,
milling cutters that shape complex parts will be affected as
they answer to the growing demands for high efficiency, high
accuracy, and high reliability. Ensuring these ‘triple high’
characteristics seems to be a common prerequisite, however,
advanced metal cutting solutions demand techniques that
answer to less stock removal.
When machining allowances are small, maintaining high
metal removal rates requires increased feed and speeds,
which can be reached by utilising high speed machining
(HSM) strategies. Milling tools that spin with high angular
velocity must be balanced to sustain stable, durable cutting

under increased centrifugal forces while minimising the
number of passes. The ideal result is to obtain the surface
finish parameters in a single pass that demands highly
accurate cutting tools. We can ascertain that solid carbide
endmills, assembled tools with exchangeable cutting heads,
and precise one-insert profile mills are the first choice for
precise and productive machining of complex shapes with
minimal stock.
Cutting tool manufacturers account for additive
components of metalworking when forming their product
portfolio and planning strategically for advanced cost saving
solutions. That said, Iscar has expanded the range of multiflute solid carbide endmills designed for HSM.
Iscar’s latest NeoLogIQ campaign places special
emphasis on arc segment or parabolic endmills that feature
barrel and lens-shaped cutting edges. These endmills
are intended for 5-axis high-speed machining of complex
profiles providing a perfect solution for productive finishing
procedures.
Additionally, cutting ‘barrels’ and ‘lenses’ have found
themselves in a one-insert indexable tool design that
covers greater mill nominal
diameters. Evidently, the
arc-segment cutting edge
was adopted in Iscar’s MultiMaster tool line, the family
of assembled tools with
exchangeable heads, which
combines the advantages
of solid and indexable tool
concepts.
In tool customising, there
is a good example showing
the synergy between 3D
printing and CNC machining
in the production of
complicated configurations
for special indexable cutters.
Despite the limitations,
the anisotropic properties
of printed products show
an advantage. Moreover,
3D printing enables a
quantum leap in tool design,
optimising a cutter body
configuration, especially for
designing and producing
inner surfaces and coolant channels for pinpointed coolant.
Iscar’s R&D engineers consider AM as a powerful tool
in finding the best solution for both special and newly
developed products to assure maximum sustainability. The
major leap forward relates to 3D printing of carbide inserts.
The production of insert prototypes by use of AM methods
does not require die sets and enables examining various
design versions of the inserts. This method significantly
decreases development time, cuts production costs, and
minimises waste.
To conclude, 3D printing today and tomorrow is not
meant to replace CNC machining, but the symbiosis of these
two technologies will be a typical feature of metalworking
technologies soon to come.
For further details contact Iscar South Africa on
TEL: 011 997 2700 or visit www.iscar.com
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EuroBLECH 2022

returns to live event format
25 to 28 October 2022 in Hanover, Germany.

T

he 26th edition of the International Sheet Metal
Working Technology Exhibition, EuroBLECH 2022, will
take place from 25 to 28 October 2022 in Hanover,
Germany. Following the latest easing of Covid restrictions,
show organiser Mack-Brooks Exhibitions has confirmed that
the world’s largest trade event for sheet metal processing will
go ahead as planned. Demand for stand space has surged,
and the current exhibitor list stands at 1 257 companies
from 39 nations, covering a total net exhibition space of
over 88 000m². For the first time, EuroBLECH will feature a
ninth exhibition hall focusing on joining technology, one of
the significant growth markets in the e-mobility and general
industrial sectors.
After a compulsory break, EuroBLECH 2022 marks
the long-awaited comeback of face-to-face marketing and
personal business meetings. Starting this October, the show
will also resume its usual biennial event cycle.
“There is a genuine sense of relief and excitement within
the industry. It’s been four years since our last live show
so EuroBLECH 2022 is widely perceived as a much-needed
technological update for the entire sheet metal processing
sector,” says Evelyn Warwick, Event Director of EuroBLECH,
on behalf of the organiser Mack-Brooks Exhibitions.
“EuroBLECH has always been the industry’s key
marketplace where everything and everyone comes together,
and this year’s edition provides a particularly important
booster to kick-start or renew business growth.”
Nine exhibition halls to promote technological excellence
EuroBLECH 2022 will be occupying halls 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 26 and 27 at the Hanover Exhibition Grounds,
the world’s largest exhibition centre. The newly added hall 26
will focus on joining technology and also host exhibitors of
surface and tool technology who had previously been located
in hall 13.
Exhibits cover the entire sheet metal working technology
chain in the manufacturing of metal prototypes, industrial
components and consumer parts. This includes machines,
tools and IT solutions for cutting, punching and forming,
joining, welding and fastening, surface treatment and
finishing, process control and quality assurance, machine
elements and components, CAD/CAM/CIM systems,
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warehouse and factory equipment, material recycling, and
other solutions to process metal sheet, tubes, profiles, plastic
hybrids and other structures.
EuroBLECH exhibitors come from around the globe
and range from innovative start-ups and SMEs to big
internationals. This year’s top exhibiting countries are
Germany, Italy, Turkey, Switzerland, China, the Netherlands,
Spain, Belgium, Poland and France.
Engaging live exhibits and technological world premieres
As always, visitors can expect an impressive amount
of live machine demonstrations and technological world
premieres. There will be plenty of opportunities to watch
innovative machinery in action, allowing attendees to assess
and discuss potential benefits for their own production
process.
“We are really looking forward to the buzz and excitement
on the show floor,” says Evelyn Warwick.
“In the end, nothing beats human interaction: A face-toface conversation, a live demonstration, a fist bump, all this
is important to establish good relationships and build trust.
We are delighted that EuroBLECH will once again provide a
physical platform where tech buyers can meet and connect
with world-leading suppliers and innovators in the industry.”
Substantial need to invest in emerging technologies
Visitors come from all key industry sectors, including
manufacturers of sheet metal parts, components and
assemblies; ferrous and non-ferrous metal production and
construction; automotive, aerospace and shipbuilding;
mechanical engineering; building and construction;
heating, ventilation and air conditioning; renewable energy
construction; consumer electronics; telecommunication;
precision, optics and medical equipment; food and
packaging; and many more.
Event information
Further information on EuroBLECH 2022, e.g. show
profile, exhibitor list, travel, accommodation, visa information
and Covid safety measures, is available at www.euroblech.
com. To receive regular event updates, please subscribe to
the free e-news service.

Fanuc reaches CNC production
milestone of 5 million

F

anuc started the
example, a European development
development of NC
centre was opened at the location of
(numerical control) in
the German subsidiary in Neuhausen
1955 and has unwaveringly
near Stuttgart. In order to expand it
devoted its business to
together with the European technical
factory automation. Since
support organisation, Fanuc is
the start of production of
building an approximately 6 000
the first NC in 1958, the
square metre technical centre in
accumulated production
Neuhausen. The building, which will
has increased steadily
cost more than 20 million euros, is
resulting in 10 000 units
scheduled to go into operation in
in 1974, 1 million units in
2023,” added Tanzawa.
1998, 2 million units in
Fanuc is also investing heavily
2007, 3 million units in
at
other
locations. In the 12 months
Today, Fanuc has a production capacity of 36 500 CNCs per
2013, 4 million units in 2018,
up to the end of March 2022, the
month, and the models of the latest FS 30i/31i/32iB Plus and
culminating in a total of 5
company invested around 130 million
the FS0i-F Plus series offer state-of-the-art CNC and servo
technologies as well as numerous AI-based functions
million units in February, 2022.
euros in buildings across Europe
With the production of its
to strengthen its technical support,
five millionth CNC, the company
trainings and service to European
underlines its position as a world market leader for factory
customers. Among other things, Fanuc Europe purchased
automation. Kenji Yamaguchi, President and CEO of Japana previously rented warehouse and distribution centre in
based Fanuc Corporation considers this a milestone: “We owe
Contern, Luxembourg to shorten delivery lead-time to European
this success to years of advice and support from our customers
customers. Further investments are planned in the coming
and partners, who are both machine tool builders and users.”
years.
CNC is short for Computerised Numerical Control, an
“We are rapidly expanding our presence in almost all
electronic process for controlling machine tools. Its predecessor,
European countries to satisfy the needs of our current and
NC control, was first developed in the 1940s and 1950s. As a
future customers,” said Tanzawa.
pioneer in the industry, Fanuc was the first Japanese private
company to produce an industrial NC control in 1956, earlier
€1 million donation for Ukraine crisis
than most international competitors. This was followed a few
The crisis in Ukraine has intensified with increased fighting,
years later by the development of an electrohydraulic pulse
leading to the loss of lives and injuries of many, including
motor, which formed the basis for Fanuc’s superior servo
children, and the destruction of social infrastructure which is
technology.
essential to daily life. Amidst this turmoil, Ukrainian people have
As early as 1964, the company made the successful
been forced to flee to neighbouring countries, or have been left
transition from NC to CNC technology with the Fanuc 250.
behind in Ukraine where battles continue to rage.
Continuous further developments followed, culminating in the
The Fanuc Group focuses and places great importance
market launch of the compact Fanuc System 5 in 1976 adopting
on the safety, health and happiness of all Fanuc Group
a single-chip microprocessor, which helped CNC technology
employees and their families throughout the world. Therefore
to achieve a worldwide breakthrough.
we are especially concerned about the
Today, Fanuc has a production capacity
wellbeing of our employees and their
of 36 500 CNCs per month, and the
families in Ukraine, and we are doing
models of the latest FS 30i/31i/32iB
everything in our power to support
Plus and the FS0i-F Plus series
them.
offer state-of-the-art CNC and servo
In light of the humanitarian crisis
technologies as well as numerous
in Ukraine, Fanuc Corporation will
AI-based functions.
donate €1 million through the Japanese
“Artificial intelligence in CNC control
Red Cross Society in order to support
helps to make technological processes
relief activities and provide critical
more efficient, as well as improve
humanitarian aid.
machine running times and production
Also in Europe, our subsidiary,
quality. The focus is also on userFanuc Europe Corporation, will make
friendliness. A special PC software (CNC
a donation through the International
GUIDE) supports machine tool builders
Red Cross, and employees of Fanuc
With the production of its five millionth CNC,
in virtual development, simulation
Europe, including its subsidiaries, will
the company underlines its position as a world
and testing on the digital twin of their
be involved in helping refugees as well.
market leader for factory automation
machine tool. The PC software is
It is our sincere wish that the
also used as CNC training software,” says Shinichi Tanzawa,
humanitarian crisis in Ukraine will come to an end as soon as
President and CEO of Fanuc Europe Corporation.
possible. May peace and safety return to Ukraine.
“Above all, the special requirements of European customers
For further information contact Fanuc South Africa on
are playing an increasingly important role for us. In 2017, for
TEL: 011 392 3610 or visit www.fanucsa.co.za
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Mazak to open a brand-new

European Technology Centre in Milan, Italy
Y

stars of the show: The Optiplex
amazaki Mazak is set
to open a brand-new
3015 NEO S-15 and the
FG-220.
headquarters for its European
The new 800m² facility
laser business in Milan, Italy.
features a large showroom
Established more than a
where a selection of the
century ago in Japan, Mazak
is a gold standard in the
company’s flagship lasercutting machines will be in
industry when it comes to
operation, a clean room, for
cutting equipment. Buying a
maintenance operations on
machine from the Japanese
delicate optical components
manufacturer means relying
such as cutting heads; and
on the most innovative and
The new Optiplex 3015 NEO S-15
advanced technology delivered
other technological solutions
related to laser-cutting
by customer-oriented experts.
machines. The showroom also includes a Nitrogen Generator
Over its long history, the company has set up 10
that, together with a Gas Mixer, allows Mazak’s engineers to
production plants and multiple sales subsidiaries worldwide,
develop new cutting technologies and processes.
with 14 of them being in Europe.
The rising importance of the European subsidiaries, as
Customers will be able to enjoy multiple events and
open-days to better understand the company’s expertise.
well as the developments in laser cutting technology, has
Such an ample floor space can host a complete line-up of
ultimately led to the creation of a dedicated site, the brandmachinery to enhance technical training courses with handsnew European Technology Centre (ETC) Laser alongside the
on experiences.
Italian subsidiary, located in Cerro Maggiore, near Milan.
For further details contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools on
The grand opening of the ETC Laser will take place from
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit www.hitech.co.za
26th to 28th May 2022. Two brand-new machines will be the

Chiron enhance automation

offering with acquisition of Greidenweis
Maschinenbau

T

he Chiron Group SE has
acquired Greidenweis
Maschinenbau, a specialist
in automation systems for the
automotive industry. As a result,
the Chiron Group portfolio will now
be offered with more automotive
assembly and automation systems
than ever before.
One of the Chiron Group’s
core competencies is turnkey
solutions for machining processes
based on machining and milling/
turning centers of the brands Chiron, Stama and Factory5.
The demand to automate turnkey solutions is continuously
increasing, as are the workpiece and industry-specific
customer requirements.
This applies to single-part production in tool manufacturing
and precision technology as well as to series production in
the mobility sector. The Chiron Group’s product range meets
the diverse automation tasks with integrated automation
solutions, autonomous stand-alone solutions, the linking of
machining centers and their process and system integration in
assembly and production lines.
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Greidenweis is a system supplier for
the automotive industry. In addition to its
development and assembly of machines
and systems for laminating, joining and
gluing, Greidenweis has positioned itself
competently in process and system
integration.
One example of this is the fully
automated complete assembly of
components for vehicle interiors
using several processing stations. The
60-employee company has many years
of experience in integrating various
technical solutions into automated assembly systems and
production lines.
It has also successfully installed these in other industries.
Greidenweis has developed its expertise in mechanical
engineering and holistic automation solutions to a high level
through consistently implemented overall process support design with CAD/CAM and 3D technology, robot simulations,
project control, manufacturing, assembly, commissioning, and
service.
For further details contact Elkana CNC Services on mobile
083 8811 280 or visit www.elkanacnc.co.za

DMG MORI achieves

record figures in 1st quarter

D

MG MORI has reported order
intake rose to €861.6 million
(+46%; previous year: €589.8
million) and sales revenue increased
to €561 million (+33%; previous year:
€421.6 million) in the first quarter of
2022.
Chairman of the Executive
Board Christian Thönes: “We had an
excellent start to the year and even
achieved new record figures for order
intake, EBIT, EBIT margin and free
cash flow in the first quarter. The
current financial year again presents
us with major challenges. The war in Ukraine, the lockdown
in parts of China, global supply and material shortages, high
raw material and energy costs are affecting the entire industry.
DMG MORI nevertheless confirms the forecasts for 2022.”
Order intake all-time high due to strong new machine
business
The global market for machine tools was impacted in the
first quarter 2022 by the Ukraine war, global supply shortages
as well as rising inflation. However, DMG MORI made a strong
start to the current financial year: Order intake rose to a new
record of € 861.6 million (+46%; previous year: € 589.8

million). The new machines business
in particular contributed to this with
an increase of 50%.
Domestic orders grew by +40%
to € 243.6 million (previous year: €
174.6 million). International orders
went up by +49% to € 618.0 million
(previous year: € 415.2 million). The
share of international orders was 72%
(previous year: 70%).
Sales revenues / High utilisation
of capacities at production plants
Sales revenues rose by +33%
to € 561.0 million (previous year: € 421.6 million) despite
continuing difficulties in the supply of materials and high
logistics shortages. As in the previous year, the export ratio was
68%. Pressure on global supply chains intensified further in the
first quarter 2022. Thanks to a stable, long-standing network
of partners and suppliers, DMG MORI was able to secure the
material supply in the production plants. We counter longer
delivery times with targeted measures, such as the expansion
and optimisation of assembly, logistics and production
capacities.
For further details contact Retecon on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

Hexagon acquires

Innovatia Accelerator

H

exagon AB has announced the acquisition of Innovatia
Accelerator Inc., a developer of SaaS-based digitalisation
solutions that transform operations and modernise
fieldwork in the manufacturing and process industries.
For an industrial organisation to truly automate the full
scope of its operations, from processes and equipment to
worker performance, the operational content and procedures of
its assets must be digital and connected. Innovatia Accelerator’s
flagship solution, AcceleratorKMS,
is an AI-based infield knowledge
management platform that expedites
the digital transformation of
paper-based, high-risk operational
procedures and work processes.
It enables organisations to easily
manage, govern and distribute
the up-to-date critical operational
content field workers require to keep
operations running optimally and
smoothly.
“We are very excited to bring another innovative solution
into our operations and maintenance portfolio and accelerate
our vision of facilitating autonomy in industrial plant operation,”
says Hexagon President and CEO Ola Rollén. “AcceleratorKMS
has a proven track record with many Fortune 500 companies
to address a real business need in digitalising the paper68 METALWORKING NEWS
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based ecosystem of operations and maintenance, turnaround/
shutdown, and emergency procedures.”
The AcceleratorKMS solution includes Procedure Lifecycle
Management (PLCM), a Connected Worker Platform (CWP), a
Learner Experience Platform (LXP) and a Component Content
Management System (CCMS). The combined capabilities
create an integrated digital content ecosystem to enhance the
execution of procedures requiring collaboration and inputs
from multiple users and data sources
to reduce risk and increase overall
worker productivity.
“Hexagon has long been a leader
in delivering smart digital realities that
go beyond the digital twin, offering
a visual, single source of truth of
location-based asset intelligence
– available anywhere, anytime, on
any device,” continued Rollén. “This
acquisition adds operational insights
to support the connected worker in
eliminating operational incidents caused by missing, out-of-date,
or inaccessible information. The combination of AcceleratorKMS
with our asset information solutions and Smart Digital Reality
backbone will help more customers achieve efficiencies faster,
improve operations and increase ROI.”
For more information: www.hexagon.com

Hoffmann Group and Haimer

partner for end mills and tool presetters

H

offmann will distribute selected
product lines such as the Haimer
Mill as a manufacturer’s brand and
will count on Haimer’s Safe-Lock pull-out
protection and the modular milling head
system Duo-Lock. Recently, both companies
signed a corresponding license agreement.
Starting in August 2022, the new
Hoffmann catalogue will include products
supplied by Haimer, the Germany-based
precision tool manufacturer and quality
market leader. Focusing specifically on
Europe, Hoffmann will distribute the
patented Haimer systems Safe-Lock (in the
product range of solid carbide end mills and
tool holder technology), Duo-Lock as well
as the Haimer Mill solid carbide end mills in a wide variety of
designs and the Haimer Microset tool presetters.
Andreas Haimer, MD and president of the Haimer Group,
said: “Hoffmann has a very strong market coverage and
distribution network. In addition, the many years of expertise
in consulting on all aspects of metal cutting will be beneficial
for the sale of our products, which require a high degree of
technical consultation. We look forward that Hoffmann will
be working with us as a manufacturer’s brand in the most
important catalogue part of cutting tools.”
“With the manufacturer’s brand of Haimer, Hoffmann as
a leading catalogue distributor, strives for a differentiation
based on the technological advantage as well as an expansion
and completion of the product offering by Safe-Lock, DuoLock, Haimer Mill and the Microset products,” according
to Borries Schüler, Member of the Board for Product
Management & Engineering at the Hoffmann Group.
The cooperation between Hoffmann and Haimer does not
only include the sales activities but also the brand, technology
and license partnership of the HaimerSafe-Lock system for
the Garant brand.
“The Safe-Lock system has proven itself both in the
market as well as in our internal trials. Consequently, we have
decided to rely on the leading system for pull-out protection

and are able to equip our latest Garant end-mills
with Safe-Lock in the future,” explains Gregor
Weber, senior vice president cutting tools product
management at Hoffmann Group.
“It is particularly often used as part of modern
machining strategies. With Safe-Lock, productivity
and tool life can be significantly increased
compared to conventional Weldon cutters. By
licensing the Garant end-mills, Safe-Lock will finally
become the de facto standard and enable a large
number of SME customers to easily apply the
latest trochoidal milling strategies,” added Tobias
Völker, director global marketing and head of
distributor sales Europe at Haimer.
Additionally, Hoffmann will integrate the Haimer
Mill series in all shank versions (Safe-Lock, straight
shank and Weldon) to expand the technological product
offering. The Haimer Mill geometry is universally applicable
and offers unique performance advantages, especially in
steel and stainless steel, but can also be used in cast iron,
aluminium and other materials. Moreover, with its exceptional
face geometry, the Haimer Mill impresses with aggressive
cutting parameters during ramping and slotting as well as
unsurpassed process reliability during drilling operations.
Furthermore, as part of the new cooperation, Hoffmann
will also add the complete range of the Haimer Duo-Lock
to its programme. Gregor Weber of Hoffmann Group is
convinced: “Duo-Lock enhances our product offering by its
highly accurate and very stable modular interface for milling.
The patented system with a double cone and an additional
contact area enables significantly higher cutting performance
compared to competitive modular systems.”
Last but not least, Haimer Microset’s UNO series of tool
presetters round off the partnership. Through the cooperation
within this segment, Hoffmann especially wants to enable
its customers in the medium-sized business sector to take a
further step towards digitalised tool data management and
communication with CAD/CAM systems as well as machine
controls.

Wind meets wall

T

he Norwegian company Wind
Catching Systems is literally
putting up a wall against
the trend of ever-larger rotors on
wind turbines, a “wall” as tall as
the Eiffel Tower with 126 small
1-MW turbines intended to supply
enough offshore electric power for
80 000 households.
The hunger for cheap green
electricity is huge. By private
households as well as by industry. A single gigantic chemical
or steel plant requires almost as much electricity as an entire
offshore wind farm can supply. However, suitable areas in
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shallow coastal waters, such as the
North and Baltic Seas, on which
such wind farms can be planted
are rare in our oceans. But this is
not the only reason why it makes
sense to place wind farms far out
to sea, as the Norwegians are
planning with their vertical wind
farm. It also makes sense because
the wind blows more strongly out
there – and the electricity yield is

correspondingly greater.
According to Wind Catching Systems, the 324 metre high
turbine wall offers more advantages:



• Land use is 80 per cent less than for
conventional offshore farms
• The turbines can be produced
onshore and, like an oil rig, can be
towed to the site upon completion
• A large quantity of smaller rotors can
be produced and maintained more
cheaply than a giant turbine A hoistbased turbine installation system
further simplifies maintenance,
eliminating the need for special
vessels or cranes
• Small rotors undergo less wear than large ones.
The manufacturer claims a service life of 50 years,
conventional large wind turbines are designed to last 20 to
30 years
• The small rotors can also be used in extremely strong wind
conditions and do not require complex folding mechanisms
• Overall 80 per cent higher efficiency than conventional
offshore turbines
All this should enable offshore wind operators to produce
electricity at a price that can compete with other energy
sources without subsidies, promises company CEO Ole
Heggheim. Wind Catching Systems’ main owners are two large
Norwegian companies: Ferd AS and North Energy ASA. The
floating power source will be built by Aibel AS, a construction
company for oil and gas production facilities and wind farms,

also based in Norway. Among other
things, Aibel has built the world’s
largest offshore wind farm, the Dogger
Bank Offshore Wind Farm in the British
North Sea. This financial and technical
background suggests that the thoroughly
ambitious goal of having a plant in
operation by 2024 at the latest could be
achievable.
Same wind. More power
Rotor bearings in wind turbines
are subjected to strong one-sided loads, because the wind
always comes from the front. This is ensured by the automatic
alignment of the rotor blades of the wind turbines. This is good
for the energy yield, but also leads to one-sided axial loads
on the bearings. In addition, the rotor shaft only moves very
slowly and at variable speeds. In addition to the one-sided
load, this also leads to insufficient lubrication and ultimately
to high surface wear on the gear side of the main bearing. The
asymmetrical arrangement of the two rows of rolling elements
compensates for the typically strong one-sided forces effecting
wind turbines. Asymmetrical spherical roller bearings, which
Schaeffler has developed in response to the challenges facing
the entire wind energy sector, thus offer decisive advantages
over conventional symmetrical spherical roller bearings.
Read more at schaeffler.com

BMW Group acquires

stake in process automation
and digital twin enabler

T

he BMW Group has acquired a stake in its partner
Kinexon. The two companies have been working together
for several years in order to advance the comprehensive
digitalisation of the BMW Group production network. The
premium carmaker announced that it has now acquired a
minority stake in the innovative, Munich-based software
company through its own venture capital company, BMW i
Ventures.
In order to improve steering of highly complex processes
in automotive manufacturing, the integrated IPS-i software
platform was developed in collaboration with Kinexon. This
platform can record a wide variety of position data (RFID,
UWB, RTLS, GPS) and transfer it into its digital twin. On
this virtual basis, the software recognises, observes and
automates a broad variety of manufacturing and logistics
processes with utmost precision.
Thus, the innovative platform makes light work of
keeping a digital overview of highly complex processes. In car
manufacturing, some tens of thousands of components have
to be available at exactly the right place on the production
line, right beside the tools that will be used and all of them
just in time. The new, state-of-the-art operating system
orchestrates the second-by-second application accordingly.
Kinexon’s high-precision real-time locating systems are
also designed for use in competitive sports and applied by
numerous sport clubs of FiFA and NBA which record the
movement data of athletes and their equipment through

wearables. This allows the position data, tactics, movement
patterns and performance of top sportspeople and entire
teams to be analysed and targeted measures introduced to
improve them.
“Automotive production at the BMW Group is a lot like topflight sport in that it’s about high-performance processes. The
real-time locating platform IPS-i forms the backbone for fully
digitalising our production. It’s an innovative operating system
that makes our highly complex manufacturing processes
transparent and raises efficiency in production even further.
We are now intensifying our well-established, long-standing
partnership with Kinexon by acquiring a stake in them,” said
Milan Nedeljković, Board Member for Production at BMW AG.
“Together, we want to set new standards in digital production.”
The IPS-i platform has been in use at the BMW Group
since 2017 and operates in 10 plants around the world. It
forms the basis of numerous digitalisation projects, allowing
the BMW Group, a pioneer in digital process optimisation and
automation, to develop innovative production where efficiency
and quality come first.
The IPS-i platform also allows logistics processes to be
controlled and will be rolled out in further plants in the future.
In 2021 its holistic location-based service architecture was
nominated for the German Innovation Award.
The BMW Group and Kinexon GmbH have agreed not to
disclose any acquisition details.
For more information: www.kinexon.com
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Germany and China dominate
global machinery exports

At least one in three machines from China is likely to come from
companies with foreign participation.
ownership. This also includes engagements
of German companies. Yet it is not possible
to quantify how large this number is with the
available data,” says Wiechers.
A look at the sectors of the mechanical
engineering industry, however, shows
that export successes by foreign owned
companies can vary greatly. In 2017, for
example, the export share of foreign owned
companies in Chinese industrial robot
exports was still over 80 per cent.

T

he strong economic recovery in key sales markets gave
a major boost to machinery exports from Germany in
2021. However, it was not enough to recapture the title
of world export champion, with Chinese competitors further
extending their lead.
The strong economic recovery in key sales markets
gave machinery exports from Germany a strong boost in
2021. Machinery exports rose by almost 10 per cent in
nominal terms to 179.4 billion euros. The pre-crisis level of
181.7 billion euros in 2019 was thus only narrowly missed.
However, it was not enough to recapture the title of world
export champion in mechanical engineering, with Chinese
competitors further extending their lead. Machinery exports
from China rose by more than 26 per cent to 210.1 billion
euros.
“The development in the EU domestic market is a
worrying factor. With an increase of 32 per cent, Chinese
machinery exports to the EU excluding Germany grew
significantly faster than German machinery exports to EU
partner countries (plus 11 per cent). This means that China
also increased its market share in the EU last year,” says
VDMA chief economist Dr. Ralph Wiechers. “However, it is
important to note that a significant proportion of China’s
machinery exports come from manufacturing facilities
operated by foreign companies in China or in which they have
a stake in the form of joint ventures.”
Foreign investors play important role for China
The share of foreign owned companies machinery exports
of Chinese total machinery exports was around 27 per cent
in 2017. Joint venture companies were also responsible for
just under 14 per cent of machinery exports. This meant that
companies with foreign ownership accounted for 41 per cent
of exports.
“More recent export data by ownership structure is not
available. However, at least one in three machines from
China is still likely to come from companies with foreign
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Germany ranks fifth among customer
countries for China
The analysis of China’s latest export data
provides revealing results for the regional
positioning of Chinese machinery exporters.
For example, the three sales markets of the
EU, ASEAN and North America are of roughly
equal importance to them. Machinery worth 35 billion
euros was exported to all three regions in 2021. By way of
comparison, machinery worth just under 71 billion euros was
exported from Germany to the EU partner countries last year,
which corresponds to a share of just under 44 per cent of
total German machinery exports. This shows the enormous
importance of the domestic European sales market for
machinery exporters from Germany. Machinery worth
19.8 billion euros was shipped to North America and only
4.4 billion euros worth of machinery to ASEAN.
The top five sales countries for machinery exports from
China are the USA (up 22 per cent to 31.1 billion euros),
Japan (up 22 per cent to 11.1 billion euros), Vietnam (up
30 per cent to 10.5 billion euros), India (up 39 per cent to
8.9 billion euros) and Germany (up 40 per cent to 8.5 billion
euros).
Significantly more Chinese machinery exports to Russia
Machinery exports from China to Russia increased
by 55 per cent to 8.0 billion euros in 2021. To Ukraine,
manufacturers from China supplied machinery worth
1.1 billion euros (up 44 per cent). Machinery exports from
Germany to Russia increased by 3.8 per cent to 5.5 billion
euros last year, with Made in Germany machinery worth
1.1 billion delivered to Ukraine.
“China is now by far the number one foreign machinery
supplier in Russia due to the high gains. However, in terms
of their respective total exports, the combined sales market
of Russia and Ukraine for China and Germany is at a similar,
manageable level of less than 5 per cent each,” Wiechers
analyses.
As a result of the Russian invasion of Ukraine and the farreaching mutual sanctions imposed by Europe and Russia,
however, the shares are likely to shift noticeably in the
foreseeable future.
For more information: www.vdma.org

LK Metrology and Wenzel
Technologies enter into a
strategic partnership

L

K Metrology and Wenzel Technologies have entered into
a strategic partnership with immediate effect. In addition
to a joint technological cooperation, Wenzel Technologies
will sell LK's innovative, high-performance coordinate
measuring machines (CMMs) and other metrological
products in southern Germany.
For more than 50 years, the name Wenzel has stood for
the highest standards in metrology. Frank Wenzel, who once
built the measurement technology company founded by his
father into a world market leader and since 2018 has been
successfully concentrating on milling solutions for automotive
design studios, is now opening the next chapter. With
products from LK, he is expanding his portfolio again with
powerful systems for measurement, inspection and quality
control.
Frank Wenzel, CEO of Wenzel Technologies explains,
“LK has an impressive equipment portfolio that surpasses
even my previous products in terms of accuracy and
customisation. I am firmly convinced that we will be able to
meet the high expectations of the German customers with
these solutions.”

Established nearly 60 years ago, LK Metrology is the
oldest CMM manufacturer in the world. Many innovations
in measurement technology, which are now recognised as
standard in the industry, can be traced back to the English
company. LK’s products including CMMs, portable measuring
arms and metrology software, are used worldwide to control
and improve the quality of components, both in production
and in the laboratory. Customers come from the aerospace,
automotive, medical, energy and defence sectors, amongst
others.
Wenzel Technologies operates two development centres
in Germany as well as a software laboratory in California and
employs numerous measurement technology experts, some
of whom have decades of experience.
Angelo Muscarella, CEO of LK Metrology says, “With its
immense technical know-how and excellent knowledge of the
market, Wenzel Technologies is an ideal cooperation partner
for us. Together, we will present highly attractive, innovative
and holistic solutions at attractive prices.”
For further details contact WD Hearn on
TEL: 021 5345351 or visit www.wdhearn.co.za

Wire & Tube 2022

preparations in full swing
Düsseldorf, Germany 20 to 24 June 2022.

A

s the No.1
international
trade fairs for
their industries, Wire
& Tube have global
appeal and require
particularly long lead
times. Traditionally,
two thirds of all
exhibiting companies
travel to Düsseldorf
from abroad every
two years.
Trade visitors
from over 80
countries meet
at the Düsseldorf Fairgrounds at peak times. The new fair
date from 20 to 24 June 2022 therefore now provides these
industries with clear planning security.
World leaders and first movers in the wire and cabling
industry will be presenting their innovations in machinery,
smarter production and products. The main product groups
will wire manufacturing and finishing machinery, process
technology tools, auxiliary process technology, materials,
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special wires
and cables, glass
fibre, measuring
and control
technology and test
engineering.
Tube, the
trade fair for tubes
and the tube
processing industry
will highlight
state-of-the-art
machinery for tube
manufacturing
and processing,
innovative tube
materials and OCTG technology highlights. Main product
groups will include raw materials, tubes and accessories,
tube manufacturing machinery, rebuilt and reconditioned
machinery, process technology tools and auxiliaries,
measuring and control technology, testing, profiles and
machinery.
For further details visit www.wire-tradefair.com or
www.tube-tradefair.com

PRODUCT

REVIEW

Mazak’s CV5-500 entry-level
5-axis machining center

M

maximum table load of
azak’s CV5-500 entry-level 5-axis machining center
Mazak’s CV5-500 entry-level 5-axis
has been designed to combine high-speed precision
200kg. The spacious work
machining center
envelope and table capacity
machining with ease of operation. The bridge
give the CV5-500 the ability to produce everything from small
construction design of this 5-axis VMC with a fully supported
to relatively large components.
trunnion table provides uncompromising levels of rigidity for
The CV5-500 also incorporates a multitude of features
precision machining, defining a new standard for exceptional
value 5-axis machine tools.
that underpin the power and precision that are the
cornerstones of this machine. This includes the thermal
From a technical standpoint, the CV5-500 has a fully
shield automatic temperature compensation system that
supported trunnion table with roller gear cam on the B/C
maximises accuracy to retain perfect precision during
axes and roller linear guides on the X, Y and Z-axes to provide
ambient room temperature changes.
a stable and robust machining platform. The rolling motion
Additionally, the machine has been
of the cam gear delivers enhanced torque
whilst eliminating backlash. This results in high
designed with a compact spindle nose to
minimise workpiece interference, maximise
performance and precision with its ability to
rigidity and prolong tool life whilst tools can
contour or index in 0.0001 degree increments.
be changed without returning the table to its
Offered with a 12 000rpm 18.5kW spindle
home position, shaving valuable seconds off
as standard or with an optional 18 000rpm
cycle times. Mazak has designed the CV5-500
high-speed spindle, the CV5-500 incorporates
with full consideration given to automation and
a 30 tool magazine with a lightning-fast 1.3
incorporates the ground breaking SmoothX
second tool-to-tool ATC, a compact footprint
CNC control that makes the utopia of ‘done-inand the Mazatrol SmoothX CNC system. With
one’ machining a reality for 5-axis newcomers.
an X, Y and Z-axis stroke of 730mm by 450mm
The CV5-500 entry-level 5-axis
For further details contact Hi-Tech Machine
by 470mm and a BT40/CAT40 interface, the
machining center equipped with
Tools on TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit
new machine can accommodate components
automation
www.hitech.co.za
up to 500mm diameter by 320mm high with a

TaeguTec’s Tang-SFeed now available in
ultra-small 05 size inserts and end mills
Expanded line with new LPKU 05, LPHU 05 inserts and end mills.

T

aeguTec has introduced a small 05
size insert to the Ø10 (2 teeth) end
mill Tang-SFeed product line currently
available in 09 and 14 sizes.
Along with the smaller size end mills,
two new inserts have been added; a LPKU
05 utility type and a LPHU 05 precision
type. Both inserts along with the end
mills, modular head type are available
in a 10mm to 32mm diameter range and extended flute end
mills in a 16mm to 25mm diameter range.
TaeguTec’s tangential type Tang-SFeed line is a doublesided four-corner tangential type insert, high-productivity
shoulder mill with tangential insert for a higher productivity
perpendicular machining solution capable of ramping
applications. Furthermore, the insert’s high-positive helical
cutting-edge design means high machining performance.
Also included is a general purpose LPKU insert and a high
precision LPHU insert. Not only does the new line offer the
advantages of a tangential insert, its new unique geometry
enables for better productivity across a diverse range of high
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feed applications.
Features include a strong tangential
type 4-corner insert that it is capable of
helical and straight ramping applications,
a high ramping angle, an enhanced cutting
stability due to the reinforced cutting edge,
the insert’s helical cutting edge enables for
smooth machining, the unique tangential
insert design, mismatch is minimised
during step machining and there is excellent chip evacuation.
The Tang-SFeed tangential cutter’s larger diameter
core offers a higher stiffness cutter compared to the radial
type and the wide variety of applications include facing,
shouldering, slotting, straight ramping and helical ramping.
The SFeedTec range is all about high-feeds and highspeeds, the new trends in advanced machining that contribute
to higher productivity and a reduction in cost per part, and
the technology is being applied to turning, milling, drilling,
clamping, parting and grooving.
For more information contact TaeguTec SA on
TEL: 011 362 1500 or visit www.taegutec.com

Hurco’s new TMX8MYSi CNC
lathe with Y-axis and driven tooling

A

new range of four driven-tool CNC turning centers has
been launched by Hurco.
The models include 8-inch and 10-inch chuck
versions with the option of a programmable W-axis to position
the tailstock or sub-spindle.
The new TMX turning centers offer higher specification
and performance than the well-established and popular TMi
and TMMi models. The major differences are higher power
and speed plus a larger, heavier machine frame and the
addition of a Y-axis in addition to the W-axis axis to allow
more versatile machining.
The servo-driven turret carries 12 VDI 40 radial tools
rather than axial tools as on the TMMi range. Each station
provides a peak output of 6.3kW and 5 000rpm. Hurco’s
V11.xx software allows the manufacturer's proprietary
conversational routines to be used for milling operations,
making the package very attractive for small-volume
production.
The Hurco TMX8MYSi is part of Hurco’s signature line
of turning centers. It is a true slant-bed lathe with alldigital drives and motors with absolute encoders on all
linear axes. With increased travels, more horsepower and

torque, increased rigidity, faster rapids, faster acceleration/
deceleration rates, and a programmable tailstock, the TMX
turning centers are built for rigorous cycles. The TMX8MYSi
slant-bed lathe comes equipped with a radial live tooling
turret and Y-axis. It has many of the design specifications
required for high performance turning while providing
superior surface finish capability.
The rigid one-piece machine base casting is designed to
yield excellent static and dynamic performance in addition
to outstanding dampening properties that inhibit thermal
deformation and twisting, providing a more rigid turning
center than competitive models in its class. The generous
turning diameter and turning length allows for a wide range
of part sizes and applications.
The main specifications include travel (X,Z,W,Y) 286mm
by 560mm by 640mm by 55mm, maximum turning diameter
of 336mm, maximum turning length of 530mm, maximum
bar capacity of 40mm, spindle of 5 000rpm/6kW and live
tooling.
For further details contact TH Machine Tools on
TEL: 012 259 1375/0122 or visit www.thmachinetools.co.za
or www.hurco.com

Amada launches large bed
Ensis-6225A fibre laser

A

mada recently launched its
ENSIS-6225AJ fibre laser cutting
machine into the European
market. With the ability to process a
6.2m x 2.5m sheet of material, the
new machine is available in 6, 9 and
12kW variants, with all powers able to
cut up to 25mm mild steel, stainless
steel and aluminium.
Many new and proven Amada
technologies are utilised to provide the
highest levels of cutting performance to
keep customers at the competitive edge.
Being able to process larger sheets,
or multiple sheets in a large cutting
area, leads to several benefits. More efficient material
utilisation and higher production flexibility. Previously,
Amada’s Ensis fibre lasers were available in 3m by 1.5m and
4m by 2m variants. Now, the series has been expanded to
incorporate 6.2m by 2.5m capabilities.
Utilising Amada’s proven Variable Beam Control
technology, first released in 2014, the Ensis-6225AJ
automatically adapts the laser beam mode (not just the
focal position and spot size) to each material and thickness
combination.
This technology also allows the beam mode to be changed
between the pierce and the cut, to provide a high-power
density beam shape for high speed piercing, then instantly
changing to the ideal beam shape to provide high speed, high
quality cutting. It also means that a single lens can be used to
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process all materials and thicknesses.
Several new Laser Integration
System features have also been added
to the Ensis-6225AJ, as first released on
the Regius-AJ, full linear drive laser in
2020. These provide more autonomous
functionality, rather than relying on the
operator to carry out certain checks.
The i-Nozzle Checker automatically
checks the nozzle condition and
changes it in conjunction with the
standard 16 station nozzle changer if
damage is detected, thereby removing
any subjective operator decision. This
system also incorporates automatic
laser beam to nozzle alignment, significantly reducing start-up
times and processing issues.
The i-Process Monitoring system constantly monitors the
cutting and piercing processes and takes remedial action
if required, in order to keep the machine producing parts.
The cutting lens protection glass is monitored by the i-Optics
Sensor, which alerts the operator if the protection glass needs
to be replaced, to avoid potential stoppages.
Several other Amada technologies are also supplied as
standard on the Ensis-6225AJ. Firstly, Amada’s original Water
Assisted Cutting System (WACS), used for processing thick
mild steel, has been upgraded to allow two different levels of
assistance, depending on the part geometry.
For further details contact Amada Johannesburg on
TEL: 011 453 5459 or visit www.amada.co.jp

AgieCharmilles CUT X series of
wire cutting EDM machines
available worldwide

T

he AgieCharmilles CUT X wire-cutting EDM machine
series, first announced at EMO Milano 2021, is now
available worldwide, providing extreme accuracy in a
simple and fast way.
With the new high-end CUT X series, GF Machining
Solutions makes use of its over 100 years of experience in
wire cutting EDM. The new CUT X series in the Pinifarina
design, which includes the CUT X 350 and the CUT X 500
machines, features new technologies that significantly
increase operating precision. The machines are capable of
holding extreme pitch positioning and contouring capabilities
for superb part quality, making them suited for stamping,
moulding and micro-machining applications in the electronic
components (EC), medical and automotive markets.
One of the features the CUT X series includes is the Uniqua
human/machine interface (HMI), with optimal functionality
and ergonomics in a 19’ vertical touchscreen, full keyboard
and mouse. For utmost compatibility, Uniqua supports legacy
file types from various EDM manufacturers. It also creates,
imports, modifies and executes sequential (ISO-based)
and object-oriented (dynamic) programmes from previous
versions of VISION and AC CUT, combining their usability and
functionality. With offline and at-the-machine programming,
ISO-based functionality and object-oriented programming,
Uniqua provides a powerful graphic tool with integrated CAM. It
also ensures compatibility with major CAD/CAM programmes.
Besides the easy-to-use interface Uniqua, machines in the
CUT X series are equipped with the new wire circuit. Thanks
to the unique twin wire plate, the users can choose between
the twin wire technology (the main cut being faster with bigger
wire, while achieving smaller radii with thinner wire), longer
autonomy (thanks to two identical wire spools) and to reduce
contamination (with two wires with identical diameter but
different coating).

As a world premiere, GF Machining Solutions gives the
operator the possibility to work with open or closed guides,
thanks to a quick and simple system of interchangeable
cartridges. This allows the operator to choose the right guides
depending on the application. The distance from the guide
to the workpiece has been reduced to guarantee the highest
contour accuracy and a more stable process. The new heads,
produced with Additive Manufacturing, optimise the flushing
channels and reduce the distance between the guides and
the parts, which is key to improving the wire straightness and
cleaning conditions during the cutting process. The compact
design of the lower head allows to machine intricate parts.
New X-Technologies in GF Machining Solutions' database
focus on high accuracy, high surface quality and high-speed
results.
Thermal compensation is a new standard feature of the
CUT X machines, ensuring ultra-high contour accuracy even
with high environment temperature change during long cutting
cycles. The Automatic Wire Threading (AWT) makes it easy to
integrate automation into the process, while the wire chopper
reduces idle time. Thanks to the annealing, job processing
with a correct re-threading is ensured, even under the most
difficult conditions.
Other features will be available on the CUT X series during
the year, like the Intelligent Spark Protection System (ISPS).
Based on the Spark Track technology, the ISPS prevents wire
breakage, detecting variations in the workpiece profile. The
CUT X series is connected to OPC UA, while offering further
options like automatic doors for perfect ergonomics and full
accessibility for the operator, retractable probing and 3D setup
for continuous production, and Automatic Slug Management
for a full automated process.
For further details contact Retecon on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

New Kennametal KMH drill
for hardened materials without
coolant holes (external coolant)

T

he all-new KMH solid carbide drills are engineered for
hard material applications up to 65 HRC. The B94 drill
series without through coolant is specifically designed
to machine hardened and surface-hardened materials using
flood coolant. With its 145° point angle, it is also perfectly
suited as a pilot drill for the B95 drill series with through
coolant and 140° point for deeper applications.
Both series come with an increased core to strengthen
the drill, feature a curved cutting edge with corner chamfer
to avoid chipping on the margin lands and increased tool life
in these challenging materials.
KMH Point Design with curved cutting edge with corner
chamfer for maximum corner stability in hard materials.

It avoids chipping on cutting edge thus pre-mature wear.
Special flute design with strong web to increase the strength
of the drill in tough applications with short chips. B95 series
with 30° helix angle to improve chip evacuation in higher
length-to-diameter ratios.
KCH15 on B95 with its higher toughness supports
edge strength at increased rake angles, which are applied
to improve chip evacuation in higher L/D ratios. It carries a
high temperature and shock resistance AlTiN coating
for machining hardened material to increase tool life.
For more information contact Kennametal
South Africa on TEL: 011 748 9300 or visit
www.kennametal.com
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Pferd offers comprehensive solutions
for the metalworking industry

y drawing on the more than 200
years’ expertise and experience of
its parent company in Germany as
well as its own since its establishment in
1968, Pferd-South Africa can offer users
in Sub-Sahara Africa a full-circle-service in
the form of tailored solutions specific to
each customer’s requirements for surface
preparation, material cutting as well as
finishing.
The tool drives, consumables,
operating procedures and the necessary
skills all form part of the holistic
approach to ensure each user gets the
maximum benefit and achieve optimum
cost-effectiveness.
“Pferd offers a broad range of tool
drives and abrasive consumables—
from cutting and grinding, to milling,
deburring, filing, brushing, polishing,
cleaning and creating defined surfaces—
combine this with the wide range of
materials, applications and product
offerings within the industry, and it
can result in quite a difficult and time
consuming decision-making process,”
said Dennis Phillips, Pferd-South Africa’s
National Sales Manager.
“Therefore, we have a free-ofcharge application assessment service
where our application specialists go
out to customer sites and assess their
applications and requirements. This way
we can provide guidance on the optimum
product and machine combination
to ensure the user has the ideal and
most cost-effective solution,” continued
Phillips.
Getting to know the customer
“Understanding the customer and their business is key to
ensure the most suitable product and tool drive combination
is recommended, as this will result in the ideal solution for the
customer.”
Assessing and understanding their application
“An application assessment is ideally conducted at a

customer’s premises because they are
familiar with the working environment,
their existing equipment is used, and it
is conducted with the operator(s) who
does the work daily. Alternatively, if
the customer prefers, their application
can be replicated to a certain extent
at Pferd’s Training Academy.”
“The initial process entails the
Application Specialist observing
the current process and application
to gain a better understanding of
the project or application, explains
Phillips. They ask specific questions
to reveal the challenges faced by the
operators and the result they would
ideally like to achieve.”
Recommendations and trials
“Once sufficient information is
gathered, the application specialist
will recommend products and tool
drives that will achieve the end goal
of streamlining and improving the
customer’s operations. Products
will be recommended and samples
provided for on-site evaluations and
in-production trials to ensure customer
satisfaction.”
“Pferd aims to help improve a
customer’s economic efficiency and
increase their productivity through the
safe and optimum use of available
resources,” stated Phillips.
Deliver a solution and provide
additional support
“After the approval and acceptance
of the recommendation, Pferd will
provide the operator(s) with comprehensive training to assist
with the successful onboarding of the solution or proposal.”
“Pferd-South Africa maintains a high stock availability
rate to ensure we are able to provide the required products
as and when needed without delay,” said Phillips.
For further details contact Pferd South Africa on
TEL: 011 230 4000 or visit www.pferd.com

Guhring’s new RF100 Sharp Series of
high-performance end mills

T

o address the issue of machining soft, tough and
high-alloyed materials that create an issue with swarf
clearance, Guhring has now introduced its new RF100
Sharp Series of high-performance end mills. Chip jamming
and swarf sticking to the cutting tool can create a major
impact upon productivity and machining performance. To
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eliminate this problem, Guhring has developed the new
RF100 Sharp Series of solid carbide end mills.
Recognised as Guhring’s sharpest solid carbide milling
tool to date, the new RF100 Sharp delivers high-quality
machining results with unparalleled swarf evacuation on the
most challenging of materials. Not only does the new RF100 

Sharp demonstrate extremely
smooth cutting action and chip
removal, but it is also an extremely
flexible end mill that is suitable
for slotting, ramping, roughing,
helical milling, finishing and
trochoidal cutting. The smooth
cutting action combined with the
potential to be used in a wide
variety of applications makes the
new RF100 Sharp, the end mill
of choice on challenging material
types.
With a rake angle of 12 degrees, the end mills can be
applied to materials with high ductility and tensile strength
from 300 to 900N/mm². This makes the 4-flute end mills
suitable for machining steel, stainless steel, aluminium,
aluminium alloys and other challenging materials. The
performance of the new RF100 Sharp is derived from a tough
carbide grade that combines with an AlCrN coating to prevent
tool breakages under the most demanding of conditions
whilst the coating technology increases the wear protection,
regardless of the cutting speed. Complementing this
composition is a geometry that has an optimised facet that
dampens vibration, smooths the cutting action and increases
tool life. This tool life improvement is further enhanced with
a corner protection chamfer that increases stability and edge
strength during the most difficult of machining applications.
The RF 100 Sharp is available in three versions, an extra-

long design long (DIN+) that is an
extension on the long (DIN) version,
but has an even longer cutting edge
and there is also a standard length
end mill. The RF100 Sharp with
the standard and long (DIN) are
available in diameters from 1mm to
3mm in 0.5mm increments with the
range including all common sizes up
to 20mm diameter. Depending upon
the chosen diameter, the RF100
Sharp is supplied with an overall
length from 50mm to 104mm with a flute length from 3mm
to 41mm.
The longest tools in the range have a long neck to
facilitate reaching into difficult to machine areas. With the
longer series tools, the overall length ranges from 50mm to
126mm with a combined flute and neck length that ranges
from 5.5mm on the 1mm diameter tool through to 75mm
on the 20mm diameter variant. This increases the reach
and flexibility of the series significantly, enabling end users
to reach into cavities and difficult to access surfaces whilst
retaining unsurpassed chip clearing. For further information
on how the new Guhring Sharp tools can help you improve
productivity on difficult to process materials, please contact
Guhring.
For further details contact Gühring Cutting Tools
South Africa on TEL: 087 015 0200 or 041 372 2047
or visit www.guhring.com

Jetlaser: The flexible laser
cleaning system by 4JET

4

JET has extended its product offering for laser surface
processing systems by introducing a new range of
flexible laser cleaning systems.
Contact-free laser cleaning is a superior alternative
to many conventional cleaning technologies in industrial
manufacturing and maintenance. Laser cleaning is nonabrasive to the surface, environmentally friendly and works at
almost neglectable consumable cost. For industrial cleaning
tasks requiring high flexibility or the use of portable systems,
we developed the Jetlaser series of flexible, handheld laser
cleaning systems.
Using traditional cleaning methods such as media
blasting or chemical cleaning, it is difficult, if not impossible,
to monitor the process in real time. Blasting media and
subsequent dust will obscure the parts and coat optics,
whereas chemical cleaning is an intrinsically corrosive
environment. It is also true that these processes may cause
more damage to the substrate.
With laser cleaning, it is possible to integrate machine
vision into the equipment and, with suitable optical filtering,
inspect the parts as they are being cleaned. This makes
it is possible to inspect the parts in-line to determine if
they are fully cleaned or if additional cleaning passes are
required. A single pass is sometimes not enough to remove
the containment material, but with three or four passes, a
cleaning plateau has been reached.
Powered by fibre, maintenance free solid state lasers
and integrated into a rugged mobile cabinet, the symmetrical
design of the end effector provides for an ergonomic twohand operation. Additionally, scalable laser power allows

to individually balance
surface removal rates and
investment cost.
Low powered systems
for limited area processing
are now available for price
levels similar to mechanical
blasting or dry-ice cleaning
systems and open up a
vast range of low-volume
applications that were
considered too price sensitive
for laser cleaning only few
years ago.
In combination with robot
integration and the world´s
highest power cleaning lasers,
the Jetlaser can also be used for high-throughput solutions
that reach many square meters of cleaning capacity per hour.
What can be removed from workpiece surfaces by laser?
Laser cleaning systems are excellent for removing oils,
release agents, paints and rust from workpieces made of
metal or composite materials. Lasers can also be used to
treat some plastic combinations and even wood.
The mobile laser cleaning system of the 4JET Group
allows line widths of between 10mm and 60mm. In the case
of stationary systems, user-specific line widths can also be
implemented on site.
For further details contact LuMec Engineering Services
on TEL: 081 579 0450 or visit www.lumeces.co.za/
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Hypertherm: Bye, bye
consumables, hello cartridge

U

ntil now,
plasma con–
sumables
have all worked
the same way. You
would grab five
consumables, put
them in the right
order and screw
them onto your
torch. It sounds simple, but in real life it wasn’t. You had to find
the right consumables, double check part numbers, assemble
your stack and then carefully install onto the torch. Not too
loose, not too tight. Everything needed to be just right.
Fortunately, those days are a thing of the past thanks to
the introduction of Hypertherm’s cartridge consumable. Instead
of five parts, you now have one colour-coded part. Instead of
spending several minutes changing out your consumables, you
can now do it seconds – less than 10 to be precise.

troubleshooting,
waste, and training
time. The cartridge
provides up to
twice the life for
handheld cutting
and improved,
consistent
cut quality in
mechanised
setups. The cartridge data helps you track performance and
analyse usage patterns.

Hypertherm’s new cartridge
Hypertherm’s new cartridge combines a traditional fivepiece stack-up into a single-piece cartridge, making changeouts faster, ordering easier and inventory tracking simpler.
It replaces small part numbers with easy-to-see colours so
consumable mix-ups don’t occur. It lasts longer than standard
handheld cutting consumables and, when paired with
Hypertherm’s new SmartSYNC torch, it lets you know when a
new cartridge is needed. There is no more guessing.
In addition, cartridges used with the SmartSYNC torch have
RFID technology. The system will automatically choose the right
amperage and process based on the cartridge type you just
installed. If you installed a gouging cartridge, your system will
automatically go into gouging mode.
Your SmartSYNC torch will automatically adjust the
amperage and choose the right cutting or gouging mode. Your
torch will also tell you when the cartridge consumable is worn
out and needs to be replaced. You no longer need to check by
unscrewing the stack-up and looking at the electrode.
Another first is that the torches have controls right on
them. You can adjust the amperage without walking back to
the power supply. You can turn everything off and change your
cartridge on the spot. Finally, as you’re cutting or gouging, the
torch is recording and sending information – starts and stops,
arc-on time, etc. – back to your system.

How Powermax SYNC will change the way you work
But innovative consumables are only one important element
of the new Powermax SYNC series. When Hypertherm started
thinking about the future of Powermax plasma, they wanted to
completely reimagine their systems in a way that would address
common customer pain points. In speaking to their customers,
three themes emerged:

What is Powermax SYNC?
Powermax SYNC is an entirely new air plasma platform from
Hypertherm. There are three systems in all – the Powermax65
SYNC, Powermax85 SYNC and Powermax105 SYNC, all with
built-in intelligence and a single-piece cartridge consumable.

Further reading
Powermax SYNC air plasma will change the way you work
(https://www.hypertherm.com/learn/spark-the-blog/powermaxsync-will-change-the-way-you-work/)
Cartridge consumable combines five plasma cutter parts into
one piece (https://www.hypertherm.com/learn/spark-the-blog/
plasma-cutter-cartridge/)
Powermax SYNC built-in intelligence and single cartridge
consumable
(https://www.hypertherm.com/learn/spark-the-blog/what-ispowermax-sync/)
For further details contact Tim Sivewright, Distribution Sales
Manager South & Sub Sahara Africa Hypertherm Europe B.V. on
TEL: 082 889 2780 or email tim.sivewright@hypertherm.com

Easy to use
The one-piece cartridge eliminates consumable confusion
and makes inventory management easier.
Colour-coding helps you find the consumable cartridge you
need.
Minimises operating costs
The simplified operation cuts down on downtime,
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Maximises performance
Interchangeable torches and application-specific cartridges
allow you to tackle a range of jobs.
Time-saving controls directly on the torch allow you to
adjust amperage and change the cartridge consumable without
returning to the power supply.

• Companies, both large and small, are having a hard time
finding workers, let alone skilled workers who know how to
cut with plasma
• Companies are under intense pressure to reduce costs and
increase productivity.
• Companies need a way to monitor the work that’s happening
so they can quickly identify and address problems before
they snowball and become expensive to fix
Solutions
Hypertherm’s all-new Powermax SYNC series is designed
to address all three of those pain points. The solutions they
introduced was to create a plasma cutter so easy to use that
training is not required; Create a more efficient plasma cutter
that allows operators to complete more work in less time and;
Create a plasma cutter that provides helpful data so operators
can catch problems early on.

